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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, July 29, 1971

In Our Yind Year

The Murray Lions Club met for
By M. C. Garrott
its regular meeting Tuesday
The loss ot out-ot-state students
night and heard a report on the
Ind the resulting impact upon the
Lions International Convention
xvnomy of the community and
held recently in Las Vegas.
:he financial resources of
President Joe Pat Ward and
Murray State University were
Lions Fred Shultz, Henry Fulton,
brought into sharp focus here
and Finis Griffith told the club of
yesterday for five of the nine
Steven Beatty, center, sou of Dr. and Mrs. Durwood Beatty of the activities of the convention.
A Regional Health Conference
members of the Kentucky
lee College Terrace, is being congratulated by Hall McCuiston,
Four new members were
..
opened today for the members of
Legislature's interim Study
left, on being named one of the top twenty-four Kentucky Youth initiated into the Murray Club.
the Health Departments in West
Higher
on
Commission
Scholars selected at the Kentucky Youth Seminar. Dr. Beatty is They are: E. B. Jones, sponsored
Kentucky at Madisonville
Joe Forme
Education.
looking on at right.
by Lester Nanny; Richard Jam,
Vocational
School.
The
conDavid and Nancy Fitts overcame
Wilson Gantt, dean of adsponsored by Bill Britton,
ference will close tomorrow.
Leo and Linda Green in a tennis
missions
and regiatrar at Murray
Charles Evertt, sponsored by
Attending
the
meeting
from
the
match this week in three sets in
the legislators that in
State,
told
Finis Griffith, and Homer Miller,
Calloway
County
Health
the "grudge" match of the
1965, non-resident beginning
sponsored by Cody Caldwell. Lion
Department
are
R.
L.
Cooper,
century. Leo was hobbling
students made up 43 percent of
Robert Hendon conducted the
health program coordinator,
around on a broken foot so he has
the
toal freshman class. Last
Installation ceremony.
Mrs. Dee Imes, Mrs. Daphene
IIP
a good excuse. Anyway there's
year, however, only 18 were
Past District Governor, George Joe Forsee,son of Mr. and Mrs. Mowery, and Mrs. Brooksie
always the next time. Where
beginning out-of-state students,
Steven Beatty, son of Dr. and who were winners in the local Ligon, presented A. C. Erns with Earl Forsee, is now working on Maddox, nurses, James L,.. Erthere's life there's hope.
be noted.
Mrs. Durwood Beatty, of 1662 American Private Enterprise the "First Key Award" for his Master's degree in library win, James W. Erwin, and
"'This is not saying that fees are
College Terrace, Murray, was Program sponsored by local sponsoring two members, and science at the University of George Duboise, sanitarians, and
Bank of Murray has a new time
higher here than at any other
Cpl. David L. Belcher
one of the top twenty-four Ken- businessmen and taught by them. advancement key awards weere Kentucky, Lexington.
Mrs.
Vicki
Nance,
clerk.
and temperature sign which
place," he told legislators, "but
tucky Youth Scholars selected at The Kentucky Delegation will presented tp Lions Vernon An- Forsee was the recipient of a Featured on this morning's
includes their new symbol,sort of
they must compare our out-0(the Kentucky Youth Seminar at be competing with outstanding derson and Lester Nanny, for Kentucky State Department program are Dr. William
temple
motif.
a Greek
state fees with their in-state fees.
the University of Kentucky.
He McElwain, Kentucky CornLibrary
scholarship.
students across the nation for sponsoring six members.
"If the difference is $250 to $300
Beatty was a member of the college scholarships. These Guests at the meeting in- graduated Cum Laude in June missioner of Health, Phillip
The heartache, frustration and
per
semester, this becomes a
cluded:
Paul
Griffin,
guest
of
State
University
from
Murray
urray-Calloway
County
Youth scholarships are sponsored by
Spangler, administrator of local
Cpl. David L. Belcher is now
sickness at heart in the world is
holars of which Hall McCuiston the American Institution of Lion Finis Griffith, Henry where he majored in library health programs for the state, stationed in Iwakuni, Japan, sizeable percentage of their overappalling. Yet at the same time
all cost for the year, and then it
as the County Chairman. Cooperation. The Conference will Baughman, guest of Lion science. He had a minor in Pete Compassi, venereal disease
working in the GCA Marine Corps
small pleasures and combecomes a determining factor to
yen was one of four including be held at Fort Collins, Colarado, President Joe Pat Ward and Paul agriculture and an emphasis in control for the state, and Gene
Air Station. He left the United parents in areas which are not
pensations seem to offset most of
Mansfield, guest of Lion Ken music.
ilford Bickel, Ted Allen
Simmons,
Program
Planner
for
States
on
June
12
for
a
year's
tour
it.
(Continued on Page Eight
particularly affluent."
Winters.
Howard, and Kathy Thompson
The Murray man was a the state health department.
of duty.
sIn the past two years, Gantt
member of the University Choir The afternoon sessions and the
Belcher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Some people today, for political
and The Singing Cadets. He is a second day of the meeting will be Urban L. Belcher of Benton told the legislators, there has
reasons, cry from the housetops
been a decrease of 33 percent in
member of Alpha Beta Alpha devoted to section meetings.
Route Three, near Kirksey, had
about the rising unemployment,
the number of students from
fraternity for professional
his basic training at San Diego,
and never point out that overseas
southern Illinois attending
librarians. He made the Dean's
California. He trained in Ground
forces are being released to come
BOND
SALES
Murray State.
except
his
list every semester
Control
Approach
of
Air
Traffic
home. A war means full emThis he contributed largely to
The citizens of Calloway Control for eight weeks at the
first term as a freshman.
ployment, but who needs it. We
Forsee is married to the former County bought $10,919 of Series E Glynco Naval Air Station, the effect of junior colleges at
will never have full employment
Ullin, Harrisburg, Mt. Vernon
Denica Nanney of South Mar- and H Savings Bonds and Notes Bnmswiek, Ga.
In peace time in spite of the good
shall. They are now residing in during June. Sales for the six Before his present tour of duty and Mt. Carmel.
Intentions of many people. It is
Monday, approaching the cli- As David R. Scott, Alfred M. Lexington.
"The establishment of these
By AL ROSSITER JR.
month Period totaled $136,0911 or he worked in the Ground Control
Idealistic to think so.
mactic phase of their trip to Worden and James B. Irwin
schools have had a great impact
UPI Space Writer
68.9 percent of the County's Approach at the
Marine
Corps
neared conclusion of their
SPACE CENTER, Houston the moon.
annual goal of $197,500. Sales a ,Atr station, Beaufort, sc., for on our enrollment," he said. "We
Efforts to get jobs for the so (UPI)—America's Apollo 15
Trailing their space craft by three-day lunar flight, their
would not have enrolled all of
year ago were $97,738.
sixteen months.
called "hard core unemployed" astronauts escaped the domin- several thousand miles was the cabin had the look of a
these students, since a great
are fruitless and esti, adds to the ance—or 'ewe and sped toware spent last stage of the Saturn housewife's laundry room.
The sales for Kentucky were He In a 1967 graduate of many of them would moor have
County
High
lack of initiative and motivation. an orbit around the moon today rocket
School
and
Calloway
$4,518,189 and cumulative sales
that
started
them was the aftermath of Apollo
WASHINGTON—The
House for the first six months totaled is married to the former Linda gone any place.
to begin man's most ambitious toward the moon from Cape 15's fourth problem—a leaky Public Works Committee this
"The schools, however, have
A nice fellow who does a good job lunar exploration.
Kennedy. The Saturn was on a drinking water fixture that the week
$31,059,834 or 58.1 percent of the Roth Bennett of Hazel.
affected us more than Southern
approved
a
bill
which
would
is M. C. Garrot out at the With an inflight plumbing collision course toward the astronauts fixed with a wrench
goal of $53,400,000. This is His address is Cpl. David L Illinois University because the
provide $3.71 million for the Land annual
•
ease of $2,230,623 over Belcher 2512486, ATCOpsH&HS
university.
an '
problem behind them, the three center of th moon's surface Wednesday night.
Southern Illionois people now
Between the Lakes in Kentucky
sales a year ago which were MCAS, FPO Seattle, Washington have their own schools and are
space voyagers awoke at 7:37 facing the earth, with impact "We don't have any real and Tennessee.
The carpenter's strike will cause a.m. EDT with "all systems late this afternoon.
98764.
$28,829,211.
concern about that at this
supporting them with their own
The committee designated $2
hardship on the entire city of normal" as they began their
time," Flight Director Glynn S. million for
taxes."
acquisition and
FREE PUPPY
(Continoed on Page Eight)
Lunney said this morning.
businest day since launch
Tuition of out-of-state students
development of the recreational
Mrs. Rupert Phillips of the
Apollo 15's schedule called for center an $1.71 million for
TRAP SHOOT PLANNED
is $800 per year at Murray State,
Faxon school community, has a
a swing into lunar orbit at 4:06 operating the
The Calloway County Con
as compared with $300 per year
project.
male, white puppy which was
p.m. EDT, with a 6/
1
2 minute The money is part of a $64.9 servation Club will hold a trap
for Kentucky residents.
dropped off at her home. Anyone
Two cars were involved in a braking blast from the main million package for Tennessee shoot Sunday, July 31, beginning
For the past two years, the
may have the puppy as a pet,free
collision on South 12th Street on engine of the command ship Valley Authority water resources at 12 noon. All members and the
enrollment at the university has
of charge, by picking it up. Mrs.
Wednesday at 9:28 a.m., ac- (Continued on Page Eight'
development programs. The general public are invited to phps, phone number is 43g. decreased from a peak year of
attend.
cording to the report filed by the
7,344 students in 1968 to 7,053 last
funds for the TVA programs are
2445.
officers
the Murray Police
fall, he emphasized.
$8.3
million
higher
than
the
Ray P. Munday, former business in 1964 to his partner,
The downward trend is exDepartment. No injuries were
amount budgetEa by President
business man of Murray, passed Budl Stalls, Sr.
listed on the report.
pected to continue this fall when
Nixon and $8.7 million more than
away this morning about seven
The Murray
man
was Involved were a 1966 Buick
another decline, expected to
WA
received
last
year.
o'clock at the Murray-Calloway associated with the Ford Agency
owned by Paul Dailey and driven The Murray Fire Department
nge from 2 to 3 percent, is
County Hospital. He was 71 years In Murray and had developed
by Frances K. Dailey, 105 Dees took three units to the auditorium
anticipated, although the number
of age and his death followed an real estate at various places in
i Kentucky students is expected
Street, Hazel, and a Buick four at Murray State University last
Ronnie (Cotton) Hargrove, son
extended illness.
the city. He was a member of the
LETIERS EDITOR/
.
1to continue to increase.
door station wagon owned by night at 9:40 p.m. when the alarm
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
C.
Hargrove,
Monday was owner of the Veterans of Foreign Wars,
"The first year the big increase
Charles R. Enoch and driven by system went off alerting the
is
now
at
Fort
Polk,
La.,
for
his
Murray Machine and Tool American Legion, and the
Dear Mr. Williams,
In fees was directed, it was done
Gwendolyn J. Russell of Hazel Murray Police Department.
eight weeks of basic training
Company located on North 4th Woodmen of the World. He was
late in the summer," Gantt said,
Route One.
Fire department records said
Street until the firm moved to its also a member of the First United
I, and a number of my friends, with the Reserve Army.
..,..
Both cars were going north on that there was no fire and the fire
'and we anticipated that a
new headquarters on Industrial Methodist Church, Murray.
are about to take part in the adult
Hargrove will later be taking
South 12th Street when Mrs. alarm went off due to a faulty
: oungster who already had made
Road. He sold his part in the He was born in Illinois on
softball
tournament
sponsored
his AIT training at San Antonio,
1the decision in March or April to
Dailey slowed down for the system. Twelve regular firemen
September 1, 1899, and his traffic in front of her, the police and Chief Jackie Cooper were at by the Murray Recreation Texas. He left June 29 for Fort
1 ome to Murray found it too late
Association. This tournament Polk.
parents were the late Willie report said. The other car was the scene.
1 o go elsewhere at that late date.
Munday and Alice Parker unable to stop on the wet street Saturday at 11:25 p.m. the will be the culmination of a very
"Most of them came on and
The Jslurray man graduated
Munday. He and his wife, Myra, and hit the Dailey car in the rear, firemen were called out to the enjoyable summer of softball for frorn.Calloway County High
2 tayed the full four years,
Miss Leah Workman, daughter who survives, resided at 300 according to the police report. building at MSU when the alarm us.
SchOol in 1968 and attended
Inaking up much of the record
Damage to the Dailey car was system went off. No fire was There are many people to Murray State University. He was
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Workman, North 8th Street, Murray.
1 ,798-member senior class we
thank
for
the
expanded
on the rear end and to the Russell found at that time, according to
Is serving as counselor at Camp
I ve just graduated.
employed at the Ryan Milk
(Coatineed on Page Eight)
recreation program in Murray
car on the front end.
Tapawingo, Sweden, Maine, for
"But the nolo year. others,
the fire department records.
Company before entering the
and we would surely miss
the third summer.
'Continued on rage Eight)
service.
someone if we tried to recognize 1
She was invited by the officials
everyone. Surely Rex Alexander
of the camp to serve as counselor
deserves much credit for the
in the direction of the competitive
work he has done in the City
games for the over one thousand
Council but the lions share of
girls at the exclusiee camp.
praise goes to Barry Polston and
Miss Workman
recently
his staff. Barry came to Murray
elected as one of two sponsors for
as our Recreation Director in the
the girls divided into two teams.
spring of this year and has
eighty
There are
counselors at
worked hard putting together a
the camp and she was chosen
Program that will meet the needs
over them for this honor.
of our community.
She will return to her studies in
The members of the Outsiders
her junior year at Murray State
Softball Team would like to thank
University this fall. She plans a
Barry for this particular phase of
career in social work. Miss Workbla
program that we have en
man is active in the Campus
*0so much this summer.
Crusade program.
The Alaskan was brought into
court to answer a charge of
bigamy. It seemed he had a wife
In Fairbanks and another in
Juneau.
The judge glared at the
wrongdoer and demanded:
"'How cottld you do such a
thing?"
Replied the bigami.st: "Fast
dog team."

Local Persons
Attend Regional
Health Meeting

Forsee Recipient
Library Scholarship
At The University

Steven Beatty Is Named
Kentucky Youth Scholar

David L Belcher
Serving In Japan

Astronauts Speed
Toward Moon Orbit

Land Between
lokakes Funded

Ray P. Munday, Murray
Business Man, Succumbs

Collision Occurs
Here On Wednesday

of

Fire Department Is
Called Last Night

Ronnie Hargrove
Now In Training

,

Leah Workman At
Camp Tapawingo

Sincerely,

The Weather
Mostly cloudy today and
tonight with scattered showers
and thundershowers mainly in
the east half. Friday decreasing
cloudiness with widely scattered
thundershowers mainly in the
east portion. Highs today and
Friday in upper 70s and lower
Ms. Lows tonight upper 50s and
lower 60s.

Jed( Baker

PONY LEAGUE ALIer1'AR8—The Murray Pony League All-gears will play hi the District
Tournament in Paducah Friday night at 7:30 at the Pony League field there. Murraz will meet South
Gibson, Indiana in first round action of the double elimination tournament. Members of the 1971 Pony
League All-Star team are: front row, left to right, Ken Grogan, Dale McClinton, Lindy Suiter, Bob
McDougal, Andy Littleton, Middle row, Terry Melton. Johnny Shelley, Wes Furgerson. Back row,
David Freak, Coach Bob Burke, Greg Howard, Craig Suiter, Randy Shelton, Tony Thurman,
Manager Online Shelley. Not pictured are Phil Miller and Lee Stewart

ird DAY REST
GORING, England ( UPI)—
Sunday might be the usual day
of rest for Christians—But for
the Rev. Peter Bennet of
Goring it's going to be Tuesday.
He told his parishioners Wednesday he counts Sunday as a
working day and will accept no
official duties on Tuesday, "so I
can rest."

AT MSU HEARING: State Senators William A. Logan, Madisonville, left, and C. Gibson Downing,
Lexington, center, enjoy a moment of relaxation during the meeting yesterday of the interim
Legislative Study Commission on Higher Education with Murray State University administrators At
the right is C.Glenn Doran, president of People's Bank in Murray and a member of the MSU board of
regents. Senator Downing is chairman of the nine-member commission, whose meeting in Murray
was its fourth in recent weeks on the campuses of the state's tax-supported institutions.
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The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Thursday, July 29,
the 210th day of 1971.
The moon Is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Leo.
American novelist Booth
Tarkington was born July 29,
1869.
On this day in history:
In 1914 the first transcontinental telephone was completed with a conversation
between San Francisco and
New York City.
In 1967 fire swept the aircraft
carrier USS Forrestal off the
coast of Vietnam, killing 129
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In Defense of The Hunter
Like a lot of activities in this ecologically-minded
time, the sport or pastime or profession of hunting has
come in for a lot of knocks.
Hunting is not only barbaric and unnecessary, it is
claimed, but it has a detrimental effect on wildlife
populations.
"Concerned over increasing anti-hunting sentiment, the Wildlife Society has gone on record in
strong support of hunting in the United States,"
reports Fred G. Evenden, executive director of the
conservation organization headquartered in
Washington, D.C.
More than anyone, he says, the professional conservationist is aware that the hunter plays a vital role
in today's wildlife management programs.
Hunters pay more than $200 million for wildlife
restoration each year. Hunting license fees are the
backbone of 50 state fish and game departments. An
exicse tax on hunting equipment provides over $40
million a year earmarked solely for wildlife. No other
group can match these contributions.
As to the morality of killing wild animals, many
people fail to comprehend that these animals will die
whether they are hunted or not, and in nearly all
cases they will die a much slower and more painful
death. If animals are overprotected, overpopulation
results and starvation is the inevitable result.
"Sport hunting is regulated to maintain health
balances in wildlife populations," says Evenden.
"Seasons are opened only when there is a genuine
abundance of wildlife, and hunting is needed to bring
the population in balance with available food. This
regulated hunting insures healthy populations of
wildlife for the future, while proyiding recreation for
17 million Americans each year."
He goes even further and claims that "without the
:hunter there would be little, if any, wildlife left in
America."
; For those who like to hunt, this is a welcome pat on
the back.
, For those who dislike hunting, and hunters, and are
oncerned about wildlife, it may at least allay their
?worst fears.
Evenden, of course, is talking about the responsible
ibunter who obeys the laws and who, happily, is in the
f
.inajority in the hunting fraternity.
—The Kentucky Post

,5 Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGERa TIKES FILM

R. L.(Bobby) Futrell, age 76, died yesterday at his home on
Murray Route Two.
rf Two Mayfield juveniles were charged with the theft of an auto
k and wrecking nineteen telephone booths in Murray and Mayfield.
One of the juveniles is in the Murray jail and the other in jail at

•

County Judge Waylon Rayburn, national escort in the WOW
Life Insurance Society, has been advanced to national trustee,
according to a release from the society.
Joe Overbey won the senior division and Sandra Costello the
junior division in the twirling contest held at the Calloway County
Fair. They are pictured with Fair Queen Donna Grogan.
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men.

A thought for today: Latin
writer Syrus said, "A good
reputation is more valuable
than money."

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Dennis Hopper will star for
20th Century-Fox in "Dime
Box," a comedy-drama of an
unsuccessful outlaw attempting°
to go straight.

t•YDW IF CI-HANG WILL JUST PLAY PL)ULEG...

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

The law of the Lord is perfect, converting the soul.—Psalm 19:7.
When we obey God's law our very nature will enlarge and we
will abound in spiritual and physical health.
,

erres,stlble
b ut depraved!

She WO%

Aiding Adjustment
Going into a nursing home
is nearly always upsetting both
for the person entering the
home and the family. But there
are those who can help in the
difficult business of adjustment.
In the matter of deciding
about a nursing borne and
which one to choose, the family physician, clergyman, public health or mental health
nurse or hospital nurse, social
worker, or mental health association staff are among those
who can be sought for counsel
and who are often helpful to
families about nursing home
placement.
Many families shop for a
nursing home for a long time
before deciding on one, perhaps because they have mixed
feelings about the step that they
are taking.
They may know that it is a
wise and right one. Yet they
may feel twinges of guilt over
not keeping their relative at
home. They may justifiably look
forward to being relieved of a
burden, but at the same time
be ashamed of this feeling of
relief. They may not be able to
face up to the realities of their
relative's condition—which may
demand professional care—and

:0000.,i, Wthr.i SoortsNews; Why.; Sports
Penalty AMP
0 Action Playhouse
Lancer
:00 Action Playhouse
.1
Lancer
•
_...._ .30
• ironside
Minks:
Ironside
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VicMovie
Movie
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:
,noW
iety
hr.; Sports
; Sports:ezi
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Norskag Homes RI:

By NEIL HERS!
UPI Sports
Brooks Robinson, I
golden glove third
who has had many
like to remembe
illustrious career,ei
one
he'd
like
Wednesday night.
Robinson, named t
American League t
than in fielding for
consecutive seasons,
three errors in one
the first time in his
the Orioles salvaged
when Frank Robins(
a three-run homer
out in the ninth inni
Baltimore a drai
triumph over the
Athletics.
Robinson, generalt
as the best field
baseman in the gan
holder of numerou
records, committed
miscues in the fifth

so keep postponing the selection of a home
Many good nursing homes
help prepare both the family
and the prospective resident for
the move to the nursing home.
F-or one thing, because the
known is less disturbing than
the unknown. they try to have
the person visit the home before entering as a resident. If
this Isn't possible, at least the
family should make a personal
contact visit beforehand.
To help in adjustment. the
good nursing home mas also
try to find out as much as possible about the entering resident What kind of person is
he? What work did he do?
What are his likes and dislikes?
How does he entertain himself?
Before admission, it is very
important, of course, that both
sides understand the services
that will be given and the costs
and payment plans. A clear
understanding of these and of
the expectations of the family
and resident on the one hand
and the nursing hcane administration on the other may avoid
later misundertand_ings. It will
also be another aid to adjustment to living in a nursing
home or having a relative in
one.
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Recreation Depart
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American Camping
certification.
This program wi
August 9th and 10th
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20 Years Ago Today

Rratis

by Carl Riblet Jr.
Look what Cleopatra the temptress of the Nile,
started when she had her handmaidens polish a
plate of bronze to create the first mirror. She gave
women the power of vanity, the means of bedazzling,
hypnotizing and winning men—before putting them
over a barrel.
"Here' to woman! Would that we could fall into her
arms without falling into her hands."
—Ambrose Bierce

Hopper for 'Dime Box'

Graham said these operations
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The state use "several million gallons ol
is recommending new laws to water each year."
obtain needed water usage Officials at TVA's electrical
figures from several users who generating plant near Paradise,
LKDOKR a TIMM nil
legally remove, without permits, Ky., one of those operations
several million gallons from excluded, said their facility uses
Kentucky streams each year.
several million gallons per day.
Mrs. G. B. Scott of Murray has been elected president of the
The recommendation is con- The Paradise plant, however,
organizaticki- of a Tuberculosis District in Western Kentucky.
tained in the recently completed uses water for cooling then return
Doris Scarbrough, Betty Hahs, Virginia Moore, Carolyn Hicks,
Kentucky Water Resources it to the Green River.
Verna Mae Farley, Robert Orr, Bill Cornett, Sonny Graham, and
Program, part of an overall plan "A critical element in water
Charles Mercer have completed the Red Cross beginner SWifljrto :reduce flooding and water resources planning is balancing
mmgcourse.
improve available resources against
and
shortages
Miss Lillian Hollowell will return this weekend from Ypsilanti,
navigation along commonweale existing and projected demandMich., where she has been teaching a course in Children's
s," Graham said. "Until we get
streams.
Literature this summer.
The program specifically complete withdrawal data from
The North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church
"laws all men we won't snow what our
will hold its dedicatory service on July 29. Rev. E. A:Mathis is recommends enactment of
requiring complete reporting of current demands exactly are.
church pastor.
water withdrawals by all water "Moreover,
very little is
known about the
users now excluded by law."
extent of
JLA a a • a • - •* 411
* *****
*
It noted municipal water irrigation in Kentucky," he
Relax In
ADULTS
•
it
• i
shortage as one of the state's added."Estimates of present and
Air-C• ditioned
major water problems and listed future withdrawals
•1, •
for this
26 Kentucky cities with current purpose are based on sketchy
+sit
It
r.ot
shortages and others which will information
face shortages in the future.
THEY WERE DAMMED
"Requiring all users of public
•
Jewell Graham, director of the
GOOD COWBOYS, UNTIL
water to obtain state permits and
which
water
of
Division
state
2nd
WEEK!.
THEY ROBBED A BANK.
file withdrawal reports wou,,,
published the program, said
Aitt5F
4sraitve
t 7:45 °my!
RYAN O'NEAL AND
complete the water usage picaccurate usage figures are
WILLIAM HOLDEN IN
ture," he concluded.
needed in combating these
Filmed by David Lean
Recommendations for the new
shortages and several users now laws
will be placed before the
such
are not required to keep
1972 General Assembly.
data.
State laws ( KRS 151.140 and
KRS 151.160) require most users
of public water to obtain permits
"NBC Children's Theater
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morning&
water after use.
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isn't It The Truth!

In 1968 Pope Paul VI upheld
the prohibition of all artificial `
means of birth control for
Roman Catholics.
In 1969 the first photos taken
by men on the moon were
shown, including graphic shots
of footprints on the lunar
surface.
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Mel Purcell
Advances In Trevino Has Special
12-and-Under Reason For Winning

a

Mel Purcell, son of MSU tennis Memphis State
University net
coach Bennie Purcell, advanced coach Tommy
Buford, took their
to the 12-and-under Tennis opening round
match with
Championships Wednesday by relative ease. The duo is 4th
defeating Scott Lipton of San seeded in this play to find the top
Jose, California.
12-and-under team in the nation.
Purcell's 6-7, 6-4 decision at
Chattanooga, Tennessee, vaulted Joining Purcell and Bondurant
him into a quarter-final match In the elite eight are at least two
today against 4th seeded Scott others from the top eight seeds.
Bondurant of Winter Park, Fla. Should Mel win today, a meeting
Purcell is the tourney's 7th seed. with the No. 2-seeded player
Meanwhile, Mel and doubles would in al probability follow in
partner Tiger Buford, son of Friday's semi-final action.
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Third Annual Shrine Golf
Tourney Set August 7 & 8
Many From Out-of-Town
Expected To Participate

PGA Championship

Defending champions Jack
LIGONIER, Pa.(UPI)-Lee
Trevino already has won just Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer,
The third annual Murray third straight year the tourabout everything there is to win nos. 2 and 3 on the money list
Shrine Club Invitational Golf nament will have the support of
this year, but he had a special behind Trevino, were the
Tournament is scheduled this Country Music stars Lester and
incentive going as the PGA favorities as 64 two-man temns
year for August 7 and 8 at the Leslie Wilburn of the well known
the
competition
in
national team championship began
Callowsy Country Club with Don Wilburn Brothers show and
$200,000 tournament where only
started today.
Smiley Wilson. Last year the
Robinson as chairman.
He said he needs the money the better ball on each hole
The tournament is classed as stars with nine of their associates
counts toward a team's score.
to take a vacation.
the largest single event in the attended the tournament and this
Trevino, whose non-stop sche- Trevino, whose victories *a
Rizpah Temple area which ex- year at least sixteen will be in
dule of 14 straight tournaments year include the U.S., BrW
tends from Bowling Green to Murray.
pushed him to the top of the and Canadian Open champfenPaducah and Madisonville and The tournament is limited to
moneywinning list but also tired ships, said he would go to
Includes all of West Kentucky. the first 120 players who send in
him, plans to take two weeks Acapulco for "four or five
Dick Brown of Paducah will be their entries. Shriners, Blue
off after finishing play this days" and then take his family
trying for his third straight win in Lodge Masons and their guests
to a lake resort in New Mexico
weekend
the Shrine classic. Brown came will participate in the two day
"Until I missed the cut at before rejoining the PGA tour
In last year with a 156 for the 36 affair.
Westchester last week, I had at Philadelphia Aug. 19.
hole tournament. G. Coburn was A dinner will be held from 6:30
opened the gates that allowed played 97 straight days," "I need to win this weekend
By NEIL HERSHBERG
second with 159. Ted Billington to 8:00 p.m. at the Holiday Inn on
the Athletics to score two runs. Trevino said. "I just feel like I to pay for my vacation,"
UPI Sports Writer
won the Guest Championship last Saturday August 7 and a dance
Brooks Robinson, the Orioles' After Baltimore starter Mike need to rest for a while. It's Trevino said. "But then, when I
LAST YEAR'S SHRINE CHAMPIONS-Dick Brown, right, of year with a 154 with Mike Holton will be held at the Calloway
golden glove third baseman Cuellar retired the first two amazing how much better you get back, they'll have to watch Paducah, won the Murray Shrine Club Invitational Golf Tour- taking second place with 157.
Country Club on Saturday night.
who has had many days he'd batters in the fifth, Oakland feel after you're away from it a out for Suppermex again."
nament last year and G. Coburn, left, was runner-up. Don
Shriners will come into Murray Milton Jones is president of the
Until a couple of weeks ago, Robinson tournament manager last year and also this year is in on Friday and Saturday for the Murray-Calloway County Shrine
like to remember in his starter John Odom drew a few days."
illustrious career,experienced walk. Bert Campaneris hit a For Trevino, who is teamed Trevino was confident he could the center. The field this year is expected to reach the cutoff point August 7 and 8 event, from as far Club and Jack Persall is viceone
he'd
like to forget grounder in the hole between with
Johnson
this keep up his rugged, week-in, of 120 golfers.
Howie
away as Louisville. Also for the president. Don Robinson heads
third and short and Robinson weekend, victory or second week-out schedule almost indeWednesday night.
the conunittee in charge of the
Robinson, named the All-Star threw wildly into the stands place in the team championship finitely. But he admits it is
LEAHY IMPROVED
tournament.
American League third base- behind first. Odom went to would send him on vacation getting to him and Palmer, for
PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI)
- There are still openings for a
Campaneris
to with a PGA moneywinning one, can understand it.
man in fielding for the past 11 third and
Frank Leahy, former Notre number of golfers, however
"With
the
pressures
of
consecutive seasons, committed second.
Dame football coach, was taken Robinson urged that those who
record for one year.
George Hendrick then tapped He already
three errors in one game for
off the serious Nat and was aids to pint Mandel get in their
has earned playing every day, there comes
tbe first time in his Career. But a grounder and Robinson $197,219, Well within reach of a time when you've got to
reported "math 1iiI-00*d" entries as quickly as possible
the Orioles salvaged the victory fumbled it for an error. He the record $205,168 which Billy relax," said Palmer, who
Wednesday after undergoing since the 120 player cutoff will be
when Frank Robinson cracked then threw wildly into the Casper set in 1968. The winners comes into this tournament off
surgery for removal of tissue observed.
a three-run homer with none Oakland dugout for his third will receive $20,000 each this his third victory of the year, a
interfering with the functioning
Only 60 golfers enjoyed the first
the
out in the ninth inning to give error as both Odom and weekend, the second place team five-stroke margin in
of the kidneys and liver. Leahy tournament and last year 101
$250,000 Westchester Classic.
Baltimore a dramatic 3-2 Campaneris scored.
is 62.
4
$12,000 apiece.
participated.
In other AL action, Milwauk
triumph over the Oakland
CHICAGO (UPI)-Pass de- Collier, directing the collegians
ee blanked Boston 5-0, Chicago
Athletics.
fense should be the vital factor for the first time, believed that
Robinson, generally regarded edged New York 5-4, Detroit
for the 1971 college All Stars his defensive backs, headed by
By United Press International
as the best fielding third nipped Kansas City 8-7, WashFriday night when they meet Jack Tatum of Ohio State,
National League
American League
baseman in the game and the ington defeated Minnesota 7-1
The City of Murray will sell at public auction one 1970 Ford
National Football League Clarence Scott of Kansas,
the
Clevetripped
East
East
California
and
holder of numerous fielding
Custom White 4-door Sedan, 428 Cu. In. Engine. Sale to be
W. L. Pct. GB champion Baltimore Colts on Charlie Hall of Pittsburgh, and
W. L. Pct. GB
records, committed the three land 5-1.
held at the City Hall Building at 1:30 p.m., July 30, 1971. The
63 38 .624 ... Pittsburgh
66 37 .641 ... Soldier Field's newly installed Isaac Thomas of Bishop, could
Frank Robinson's homer fol- Baltimore
miscues in the fifth inning and
City reserves the right to reject any or all bids. Terms of sale
give the pro's a good test,
58 43 .574 5 Chicago
55 47 539 10% astroturf gridiron.
lowed back-to-back singles by Boston
will be cash on delivery of automobile.
53 48 .525 10 St. Louis
56 48 538 10% The Colts, favored by two despite their reputation.
Don Buford and Mery Retten- Detroit
53 48 520 11% touchdowns to rack up the The stars already have had
51 53 .490 13% New York
mind. Rollie Fingers relieved New York
42 60 .412 21% Philadelphia
45 60 429 72 eighth straight win for the one test, in a controlled
Odom to pitch to Robinson and Cleveland
41 59 .410 21% Montreal
41 63 394 25% professionals in the 38th annual scrimmage a week ago against
he slammed Fingers' first pitch Washington
meeting against the best of the the Chicago Bears, when
West
West
into the stands for his 492nd
W. L. Pct. GB graduated collegiate crop, re- passers Jack Concannon and
W. L. Pct. GB
career homer.
lied on their passicg to win both Bobby Doiglass were able to
63 38 .624 ... San Francisco 63 42
a.00kie Jim Slatna fired W Oakland
American
Copterecce complete only one touchdown
52 47 .525 10 Los Angeles
54 50 .519 8%.The
three-hitter for his third shutout Kansas City
The Murray Park and of the year and Tommy Harper California
50 55 .476 15 Atlanta
54 53 .505 10 championship and the Super throw and were held to less
Recreation Department will slammed a two-run homer in Chicago
than 100 yards in the air.
47 54 .465 16 Houston
52 51 .505 10 Bowl last year.
conduct a camperaft program for the eighth inning to pace the Minnesota
46 55 .455 17 Cincinnati
49 57 .462 14% Baltimore was next to last in Collier was counting too on
American Camping Association Brewers over Boston.
Milwaukee
42 58 .420 20% SanDiego
37 68 .352
2 the AFC in rushing, but next to his rushrnen to Chase Morrell
certification.
the top in passing with Johnny and cut down his time to throw
Wednesday's Results
Wednesday's Results
It was the sixth victory for
This program will be held Slaton, who gave up singles in Washington 7 Minn 1, night
Unitas the 6th best passer, Earl with such players as Bill
St. Louis 6 New York 3
August 9th and 10th in Murray. the first inning to Reggie Smith Milwaukee 5 Boston 0, night
Oorrall a strong replacement, Gregory of Wisconsin, Jack
San Francisco 2 Atlanta 1
Anyone interested in the fields of and Rico Petrocelli and a single Chicago 5 New York 4, night
and both Eddie Hinto and Roy Youngblood of Floriday, Tony
Chicago 10 Montreal 2, night
camping or outdoor education In the fourth to George Scott Detroit 8 Kan City 7, night
Jefferson among the top seven McGee of Bishop and Richard
Houston 6 Phila 3, night
should participate. For further and then held Boston hitless the Calif 5 Cleveland 1, night
receivers in the league. But for Harris of Grambling, all big
Pitts 4 Los Angeles 0, night
information call Barry Polston at rest of the way.
Baltimore 3 Oakland 2, night
San Diego 4 Cincinnati 2, night the game againsh the stars, and speedy, working on the
753-7640.
Unitas is on the sidelines Colts' line.
Friday's Games
Friday's Games
Pat Kelly scored from second
Areas to be covered in the base
recovering from an injury to Collier, however, believed the
on Horace
Clarke's New York at Minnesota, night Hon at MU 2, Twi-night
program include firecraft, throwing error to give Chicago Washington at Milwaukee, night Chicago at New York, night
his achilles' tendon, so Morrell, task of the current All Stars
ropecraft, food, health, and Its decisive run. Wilbur Wood, Boston at Chicago, night
St. Louis at Phila 2, hvi-night or rookie Karl Douglas, proba- was tougher than that faced by
safety, toolcraft, leadership, 12-7, went the distance for California at Detroit, night
Cincinnati at Los Angls, night bly will have to keep the aerial their counterparts 15 or 20
of
nature and conservation, and Chicago, as he struck out 10, a Oakland at Cleveland, night
game going.
years ago. "The pro's could
Atlanta at San Diego, night
compass and map reading.
Blanton play us three days after
All Star coach
Pittsburgh at San Fran, night
Kan City at Baltimore, night
career high.
opening camp," be said. "They
come into camp in condition,
knowing their plays and ready
to go. The practice they have is
just refinement of their game.
We have to start with players
w o don't know the system and
try to get them ready in three
weeks."

Robinson Has Bad
Night For Baltimore

Pass Defense Key
Factor In 1971
College All-Stars

Baseball Standings

- FOR SALE

Camperaft
Program
To Be Held

THE
HOUSTON-McDEVITT
CLINIC, Inc.

Announces the Association

Dr. H. S. (Jack) Jackson, Jr.
Urology

Major League
Leaders
By United Press International
Leading Batters
National League
G. AB R. H. Pct.
Torre, St.L 104 399 62 147 .368
96 393 67 139 .354
Bciirt, Chi
Chnnte, Pit 88 352 59 120 .341
102 418 70 141 .337
Garr, AU
Brock, St.L 101 414 81 138 .333
90 348 40 115 .330
Sngln, Pit
103 415 61 136 .328
Davis, LA
78 292 38 95 .325
Pptne, Chi
96 392 53 127 .324
Alou, St.L
70 283 56 91 .322
Cash, Pit
American League
Oliva, Minn
Murcer, NY
Otis, KC
Rojas, KC
Rttnrincl, Blt
Rchrdt, Chi
Hwrd, Wsh
Nincher, Wsh
Toyer, Min
FRbsn, Blt

G. AB R. H. Pet
61 313 52 111 .355
100 360 65 122 .339
93 369 57 117 .317
94 347 47 109 .311
87 288 52 89 .309
87.322 36 99 .307
98 367 41 112 .305
87 277 32 83 .300
98 406 59 120 .296
84 293 52 96.294
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KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
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!FRR,171
! CPS

CliAmPtoruntP ROOE0
Stirring in this attraction will be Roy
Rogers. Chile Enro and the Seas of
the Pioneers Five performances Fe,
day. August 20, 11:00 p.m.; Salinity.
August 21, 3:30 and II:00 p.m : Sink
des Argue 22, 1:00 sod 4:30 Ism,
H.Nano
Adults 33.00 0 12.211
Children 2&usdmS4 Woo
Specific Time sod De,
SONNY SIMMONS'
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The Blackwood Brython, rho Oak
Ridge Quertet, I 0 Sinaliker and Me
Stamm Quartet, The Rambes TM
Statesmen and Hone Lister 0.1,4
Smirk sad Cecil "Senny" Simmons.
Mt, Thurediry. Regust 19 7 00 and
9.30 p.m.

When you order your special
event reserved seat trckets to
advance, the outs:de gate admrs
cum trrket may he purchased for
75C (Aar
n at Rate to $1.25)

Mutts: $2 50

12

PIM Nam

Children 12£ under /
1
2 mice
700 p
9.30 o.m. fl

COUNTRY.WESTERN
SPECTACULAR

Gentry anit %%stern Music fans weal
RIM Is miss thia slim stirring lorry
Lee Lewis ind Hank Williams. Jr.
These are two greet stars, plus Leis
loloome. Lamer Morin, The Out,.
of Paducah. Reda Kilgore and TM
Chootin' Hearts. will be appearing hi
two big shows it the Stadium as Oa
Ssintscirs State Fair and William M.
Kgng Enterpris. °resent Country West.
er, Spectacular Saturday. August 21,
al 3 30 p f. sod 8 30 o m
Hon Many
Adults 13 50[ •. 12 50 Hi
Children 12 under v, visa
3308n'H 8 30 p

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SHOW
Re, un:su
t Usoi.HShow Horses Competing for over $111,000.
Aug 25. 730 p m

Hy
o*Slim

;
042305000r
Hen Mane
fl
•
Sat Aug 28. 730 p
Rot S•at,
Monday
end
Tuesday
evening
(Tickets for
performances are Adclta Ii 00: Choi
inn 12 and ands: 5f.k TO.,. tickets may he purchased .it of Performanca

TheRrs
ii . s
i.a
ugt, 202
6, 50
7:30
Hp. m.

SWIM TEAM COMPLETES SEASON-The Oaks-Calloway Country clubs
combined swim team completed its season at Paducah Monday. Members of the
team are: High diving board, left to right, Robyn Ray, Mike Pitman, Jeans Jones,
Mary A. Littleton, Emily Gore, Catherine Simmons, Ann Gregory, Leslie Hunter,
Clay Furches, Kelly Beak, Kevin Ray, Chip Furches, Debbie Cunningham, Pat
Baggett Lemma Dick,Julia Bithngton, Susan Stripling and Charlene Tu'eker. Low
diving board: Brad Boone, Lori Crass, Kay Adams, Lisa English, Mary Lee

4

Parches, Sally Crusty, Scotty Orr, Mark Cunningham, Joe Grasty, Buddy Simmons, Catherine Dick, Pam Johnson, Suzanne Pitman. Carol Dick. Martha Lyle
Pitman and Janie Flora. Seemed row: Dr. Jack Baker, Oaks Swim Coach, Doug
Henry, Jay Pitman, Eli Alexander, Tyler Seek, Carolyn Scott, Michelle
Richardson, Rhonda Garland, Brad Green,Calloway Swim coach, Leslie Furches,
Marsha Robertson. Bottom row Debbie Henry, Leslie Homra, Kevin Shahan,
Donnie Henry, Vince Furches, Betsy Gore and Susan Crass.

National League: Stargell,
Pitt 32; Aaron, Atl 29; May,
CM 27; Johnson, Phil 24;
Montanez, Phil 21,
American League: Melton
Chi 23; Cash, Dot 22; Smith
Boa 21; Petrocelli, Boa, Oliva
Minn and Murcer, NY 19.

Bawd tickets to

Borne
Address

kid Clued, er
Newsy Order to

ICAs _ _ _
_
_ __Sate -.Zip _
PLEASE ENCLOSE STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED Ercett,Oet
Meeks sum ?OW ticket order in blips ,ompleely

KENTUCKY STATE FAIR TICKETS P0 Iles 21179. Louisnoir annturey 40'21
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Miss Joy Swann Is 1
Honored At Bridal
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe
Nanney of Almo are the parents
of a baby girl, Lisa Carol,
'Tea At Southside
seven pounds fifteen
Miss Delilah Joy Swann, bridehAllect of Larry Paul Santa Bar?Aare, was complimented with a
e-elovely tea held in the dining room
f the Southside Restaurant on
Saturday, July 24.
The hostesses for the occasion
Richard
Mesdames
were
Grogan, Kenneth Sasseen, Isaac
Grogan, Walter Schroader,
- Burton Young,Leon Grogan,anci
Marvin Wratber.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree was her mother, Mrs.
Marvin Lynn Swann. Her
grandmothers, Mrs. Melvin
Grogan and Mrs. Leslie Seay,
were also present.
The bride-elect chose to wear
from her trousseau a tangerine
knit jersey dress with a corsage
of gardenias. Her mother, Mrs.
Swann, wore a beige crepe dress
trimmed in brown. She and the
grandmothers also wore corsages of gardenias.
The tea table, covered with an
imported linen Brussels lace
cloth, was centered with a
colorful Colonial summer
bouquet. Crystal and silver appointments were used to serve
the punch, cakes , and mints.
Guests signed the register at a
table covered with a handmade
antique cloth. A smaller
arrangement of similar summer
flowers was placed on the
register table.
Friends called between the
hours of two and four o'clock in
the afternoon.
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August Wedding Planned

weighing
°tweets, born on Monday, July 36,
at 3:30 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have one son, Jim, age
144. The father is with the Kentucky Central Insurance Company.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Joe Nanney of Ahno and Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Walker of Murray
Route Three. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Lela Walker of Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dilday of
Murray Route Six, and Mrs.
Nanci) Hill of the Convalescent
Division of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

The family of the late Joseph
and Rosa Williams held a reunion
at the City Park on Sunday, July
18, at noon.
A basket lunch was served at
noon followed by a fellowship
period in the afternoon.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Prow and children,
Stacey and Hal,of St. Louis, Mo.,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Tolley and four
children of Borger, Texas, Mr.
and Mrs. Bion Poyner, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Poyner and daughter,
Paula, Mrs. Nellis Williams Miss
Gina Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Harold
Williams,
Wayne
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Robinson, Miss Cindy Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. William Fred
Hancock, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Williams, Steve Williams, Miss
Tina Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Tellus McDougal, Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Starks, Miss Dorinda
Starks, Randal Starks, and Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Elkins.

Miss Barbie Keel

Miss Barbie Keel
Receives Degree
At Rainbow Meet

Jessica Renee is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
Ham of Benton Route Five for
their baby girl, weighing five
Miss Barbie Keel received her
pounds thirteen ounces, born on
majority degree, the highest
Monday, July 36, at 9:31 am. at
degree she can receive as a
the Murray-Calloway County
Rainbow Girl at the state conHospital.
vention for the Order of the
The new father is band director
Rainbow
for Girls held in
SavanSchool,
at Central High
Louisville last month.
mh, Tann.
The honored girl is a past
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
worthy advisor of Murray
Arthur Ham of Philmont, N.Y.,
Assembly No. 19, past Grand
and Mr. and Mrs. Solon Farmer
Christian Flag Bearer, past
of Benton Route Five. Great
Miss Cindy Koenen
Grand Representative to Japan,
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday, July 28
and a recipient of the Grand
Sam Farmer and Paul Anderson,
The ladies day luncheon will be Cross of Color of the Internation
Mr. and Mrs. Howard B. Koenen, Sunset Boulevard, Murray,
all of Benton, and Mrs. Iona
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their served at the Oaks Country Club Order of the Rainbow for Girls.
Sherman of Simi, California.
daughter, Cindy, to Dan R. Meador, son of Mr. and Mrs. Homer at 12:15 p.m. Members make
Miss Keel took her proficiency
reservations by Monday with examination in the fall of 1970,
Meador, 1308 Farris Avenue, Murray.
Miss Koenen is a 1971 graduate of Murray State University Bobbie Buchanan or Sue Outland. ancl received her Pot of Gold
where she received her B. S. in the school of aiming. At the
Awa_r_d, Her majority degree
present time she is on the nursing staff if the Vanderbilt
completes her last degree as a
Shahan, Nell Cochran, Myrtle Rainbow Girl.
University Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Mae Grogan, Betty Gore, A graduate of Murray High
The wmual reunion of the
Mr. Meador is a sociology major and will transfer to Vanderbilt
Boatwright family was held the University, Nashville, Tenn., this fall.
Carolyn Lane, June Johnson, School, Miss Keel is a senior at
first Sunday in July at the The double ring ceremony will be solemnized on Saturday, Joan Wilson, Nellie Jo Bryan, Murray State University where
Community Center on Ellis August 21, at seven o'clock in the evening at the First
she is a member of Alpha Sigma
and Verona Grogan.
Drive.
Presbyterian Church, Murray, with Rev. Charles Moffett ofAlpha social sorority. She is the
A basket dinner was served ficiating.
Friday, July 30
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred B.
following the morning worship
The Calloway County Youth for Keel.
A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the Church.
services. A fellowship period
formal invitations are being sent except to out of town Christ will have a retreat at
No
The Women's Society of
Baptist
Creek
was enjoyed during the af- guests.
Jonathan
?Christian Service of the Russell's
ternoon.
.syphilis" and "gonorrhea" Assembly for all young people
;Chapel United Methodist Church
Those present were Mr. and
were hardly mentioned even to starting at 2:30 p.m. Friday and
'tmet on Tuesday at one-thirty
Mrs. Ed Scott of Centralia, Ill.;
closing with the noon meal on
'o'clock in the afternoon for their
the patient under treatment. Saturday, July 31. For reserGussie Gold, Mr.and Mrs.Bobby
!regular meeting.
"Lues" was one of the sub- vations at one dollar each call The Calloway County High
Craft, Kim and Lisa Craft,
•
stitutes for syphilis, a "nicer" Kathy Rogers 753-4849, Darrell School chapter of the Future
Mrs. Mellie Hopson, spiritual Evansville, Ind.; L. A. West,
word. Then, in 1943, the Gibson 753-7280, or Rev. Jerrell Homemakers of America held an
leader, had a lovely spiritual Fannie Cunningham, Merle
surgeon general of the Public White 753-5750.
executive council and committee
table setting with the "Seeing Sokes and daughter, Sandoval,
Health Service in Washington
meeting in the home economics
Eye', Candle, and A Picture of III.; Kathleen Chapores, Nancy
instituted a campaign of seY
elistic
osicith
es Evangelistic
rv
department of the school.
Jesus Walking Upon the Water. A Chapores, Lombard,Ill.; Mr. and
education that has resulted in
held Crusae
at the Members discussed what to
.poein, "Magic Medicine" was Mrs. J Ross Williams of Symour present improved conIcirksey United Methodist Church wear to monthly meetings,
goals; Tom Hassel Williams of
alao read by Mrs. Hopson.
▪ Winne/11bn.,
s‘st seven p.m.
Buchanan
, Tenn.; Evelyn
raising Cbapter ISuls, selection
- Before penicillin was ii
"Amazing Grace" was sung by Triplett and George Triplett, Jr.,
chaptes-onothers4 and Planned
"Iroducad around 1943, treatills. group with Mrs. Norma Owensboro; Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Saturday, July 11
dates for activities for the coming
ment took
months for
....Bogard as the pianist.
Q. What is venereal disease gonorrhea and years for - The annual meeting of the year.
Hazen, Alliance, Ohio; Olin
Mrs. Ethel Walker was the Boatwright, Walnut Grove, Mo.; Need we be so concerned?
Janey
syphilis
Bazzell Cemetery will be held at Present were
A. A disease that is spread by
leader for the program entitled Betty Dodd, Mr. and Mrs. Will
In those days, one of the 11:30 a.m. Mail funds to Theresea Parrish, Pattie Greer,
. "Change Means Risks For Young Nofcier, Ocala, Fla.; Beulah sexual contact with an infectec medical students most soughtJennifer Lovett,
Haneline's Grocery, Coldwater, Becky Chaney,
ts". She asked each one to Parham and Ruby Jean Parham, individual is a venerea
alter clinics was the L (for
Juana Stockdale, Gwen Crouse,
Cletie
Black,
Mrs.
or
Murray
•cipate in the program by Akron, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. John disease, and, today, venerea
luetit) Clinic where needle Route One.
Melinda Taylor, Freda Duncan,
are
epidemic
ving each person a part.
Brandon, Mrs. Winnie Boat- diseases
techniques could be perfected.
Stroude, Donna
Annette
•,
wright, Herndon; Mr. and Mrs. Gonorrhea and syphilis are the The syphilitic patients came in
Youth Evangelistic Crusade Waldrop,Vicki Pat Lamb,Wendy
most
common.
Through
all
the
Moore, an Lacy Simmons, Mildred BoatMrs. Mary
by the dozens for intravenous services will be held at the Williams, June
Murdock
history of mankind they have arsenicals and intramuscular
1,tlernentary teacher in Florida,
, Hopkinsville.
Kirksey United Methodist Church Earlene Cooper. Vicki Hum'was asked several questions by Attending from Murray and produced distress and left their bismuth. Treatment lasted at seven p.m.
phreys, and Barbara Rowland,
marks. Prostitutes kept the almost two years, the
the group about her teaching
patients
y County were Mrs. Vera
members; Mrs. Bess Kerlick and)
infections
going
in
past
recognized skill, and woe to the
experiences as she changes at
, Mr. and Mrs. Gray decades, but now
Miss Lucy Forrest, advisors.
nonj school.
oberts, Ima McNutt, Vida professionals are largely student who missed a vein or
The community fish fry for the
used a dull needle'
• During the business session
ggs, Essie Blalock, Ruby responsible.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
Knowledgeable
Because of the extensive
suggestions on how to used the Mania, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rudd prostitutes are often
the most public health program and the area will be held at Tal Fannin's
-society's funds were discussed. and son, Jim, Mr. and Mrs. concerned about health, unplace, Panorama Shores, at six
introduction of penicillin, the
The minutes and treasurer's Thomas Lovett and children, derstand
the tests available, incidence of venereal
disease,
-.reports were given.
Regina and Amy, Mr. and Mrs. realize the consequences of VD,
and its complications
Eurie Garland and daughter, going untreated, and make use subsided.
The Wranglers Riding Club will The Murray Sub District
Then slowly the
Sunshine friends were revelaed Rhonda Jane, Mrs. Vernon of facilities available.
Yotuh
Methodist
number of cases rose again tc have a horse show at the ring United
and gifts exchanged. New secret Moody, Mrs. Gussie Geurin, Mrs.
In a recent junior high school the present where we
starting at five p.m.
Fellowship met Thursday, July
now
have
names of the members were Ronda Fitts, Mrs. Yalta Walker, survey, there was a large an epidemic.
22, at the South Pleasant Grove
Ignorance,
Oven out with the id Identity to Mrs. Niva Parker, and Mrs. Ara percentage of students who did carelessness, sexual
Sunday, August 1
United Methodist Church.
liberation
not
know
that
months.
syphilis
and
be revealed in six
eCuiston.
and more general use of conThe New Direction from
gonorrhea nearly always come traceptives probably
The Omicron Alpha chapter of Calvert City brought a Christian
all
share
Members
present
were
from sexual intercourse. the blame. Yes, we
Floor Care
need to be 'Tau Phi lambda sorority will witness through song and
('There have been instances of
Mesdames Norma Bogard,
concerned.
have an initiation ceremony at testimony, a MYF spokesman
NEW YORK, July 26. —
spread of gonorrhea among
Mellie Hopson, Shirley Garland,
the Woodemen of the World Hall said.
little girls where a line used a
Ethel Walker, Carrie Hicks, (UPI)—Floor care specialQ. I heard of a girl who had a at two p.m.
toilet seat contaminated by one menstrual period
Susan Adams and Ruby Harris.
ists say that after every
of them, but, in general, the she was born. Is shortly after
Visitors were Mrs. Mary
seven or eight coats a floor
this normal.
' Youth Evangelistic Crusade
gonorrheal bacteria are senMoore, Miss Beverly Garland,
A. Often a mother's hor- services will be held at the
should be stripped of old
sitive
to
changes
in
temMiss Lisa Garland, Miss Lori
mones affect the baby. When Kirksey United Methodist Church
wax, if you use the self-polperature and drying and do not the hormones are
Charlton, and Gregg Bogard.
ishing type. Stripping is rewithdrawn at ten a.m. wity a team from the
NEW YORK (UPI): Callive
long
outside
the
body.
)
Delicious refreshments were
because of delivery, the baby Youth Challenge of Clarksville,
quired on a less frequent
Until 1936, venereal disease has withdrawal bleeding
cc
from Brazil. English
served by Mn. Mary Moore ancl
schedule if you use buffing
from Tenn., in charge.
was not discussed in print or in
Mrs. Susa Adams.
its uterus. Ow amount is small
marmalades, cheese from
conversation. The words
France—and 11 such foods
support the idea that the
world is one large supermarket and the dining tables of the land is their
lestmation
Monday, August 2
Ladies
All
Men's
Summer
and
All Men's Summer
Every year, say federal
All ladies and Girls
the
United
Year Round
The Ladies Steak Night will be itatisticians.
held at the Oaks Country Club at States imports around $6
6:30 p.m. All ladies are asked to billion worth of agriculturproducts in fact, Amerisign up at the pro shop or call al
cans are
Doris Rose, Grace James, Sue pendent on practically deother nations of
Outland, or Linda Adams.
the world for spices, coffee
cocoa and bananas
Groups of the Baptist Women
of the First Baptist Church will
meet as follows: Lot* Moon
with Mrs. Calvin Morris at 7:30
Pant Dresses
p.m. and Kathleen Jones with
Freezers are becoming
* Scooter Skirts
Mrs. Myrtle Wall at 7:15 p.m
more popular every year.
Lay Away
Again it is the story of
* Slacks and
More dyed furs coming
convenience. It means fewNow for School
up for the winter These
er shopping trips, the pros* Tops
include mink dyed to the
pect of freezing fruit and
coral
and
of
color
other
vegetables bought at the
Many Other Items Reduced
dyed
in
shades of red
furs
‘
height of the season, savand green. For Christmas'
ings on food through bulk
purchases, wider variety of
and is not considered abprepared foods, the oppornormal. Somethimes there will
tunity to bake and cook
be a whitish discharge instead
foods in advance, and more
Murray, Kontucky
Phone 753-2447
306 Main Stroot
of blood and the cause is the
efficient use of leftovers
N same

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde J
returned home Tuesday trom St Mr. and Mrs. Jack Plew of
Louis, Mo.,after a visit with the Mansfield, Ohio, have been the
guests of her uncle and aunt, Mr
daughter and family, Mr.
Cordrey,
Mrs. Harold Prow and children and Mrs. Gail
Stacey and Hal. They were ac Sycamore Street, Murray.
companied to St. Louis by Stace
Elzie Simmons of Murray
who had spent a. week here an
Route Three has been a patient at
her grandparents at their ho
the Western Baptist Hospital.
of Farris Avenue.
Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ste
and children, Dorinda an
Mrs. Emmett Clark, Jr., of
Randal, vacationed last week a
Mammoth Cave National Park Hardin has been dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
and other points in eas
Paducah.
Kentucky.

Community Center

Calloway FHA Has
Executive Meeting

WOMEN ASK

VD spread
blamed on
'non pros'

No. 1 la Paul

CLINT EAST
Eastwood, hi
TV's "Rawhi
Spain, and i

ALL SUMMER SPORTSWEAR &
DRESSES DRASTICALLY REDUCED
FOR CLEARANCE!

Hospital
July 28, 1971
ADULTS 105
NURSERY 9

— DOWNTOWN MURRAY —

NEWBORN Al)
Baby Girl Minn.
• Kay Nanney), Alm
* Hamrn (Mrs. Kare
5, Benton.
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Bel Air
Store
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Shop
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One big
supermarket

* SETTLE-WORKMAN'S
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COATS
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*

DRESS PANTS
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SCARVES

PURSES &
COSTUME JEWELRY
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4

CANVAS
SHOES
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— GOOD SELECTION GIRL'S BACK TO SCHOOL —

SPORTSWEAR
20% OFF
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04.•
roe -.--
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SATURDAY
1:00 til 3:00

10-1.4
-'''Sx'"FOR BAG 0' LITTER SHOW
Pick up a regular grocery bag full of litter from
your neighborhood and bring it to the CAPRI
Saturday at 1:00. Your bag of litter will admit
you to see "RUN WILD, RUN FREE". Litter
must be picked up from outside your home.
Mom's trash from her waste containers is not
acceptable. COME ON. LET'S CLEAN UP
MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY AND SEE
THIS FINE MOVIE FOR A BAG 0' LITTER!

FIRST
AID
CREAM

••••

14-

Freezers

Columbus Pictures presents
An I ri trig Allen production

Nf‘

4/a4ftfritii
i

100

...a movie that will
run away

with your heart!
.

4.4

09...,00e<
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'
0.4sooktomawalierieelielmwol"ww--1`.
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Major Provisions Of '72
Wheat Program Announced
Major provisions of the 1972
program for wheat were announced recently by Secretary of
Agriculture Clifford M. Hardin.
The program provides for an
acreage set-aside requireolent
equal to 83 percent of the farm
domestic allotment—the
maximum provided by law. It
was further announced that the
grogram will again allow the
Substitution of feed grain for
wheat; that soybeans will be a
substitute crop next year; and
that barley will be included in the
1972 feed grain program. No limit
on wheat acreage will be
established for 1972.
"These changes in the 1972
programs," Secretary Hardin
said, "Give the fanner greater
freedom to plant the commodities
which will earn him the best
possible income, without losing
program benefits. By annotalCing
these changes at this dine,
producers will have the information they need to make
their planting plans for the 1972

it
es
Mr.

P

ray
tat

of
rom
ital,

•

In "work" clothes.

F..aotwood with wife Maggie.

history or program benefits.
As in this year's program,
there is no provision regarding
excess wheat production in the
1972 program. However, excess
wheat stored under prior
programs may be released to the
extent production is less than
three times the domestic allotment multiplied by the farm
yield.
As was the case this year,
will
receive
producers
preliminary payments after July
1, equal to 75 per cent of the
estimated face value of the wheat
certificates. Any remainder will
be paid after December I, 1972.
The inclusion of barley in the
1972 feed grain program is the
result of USDA estimates that
feed grain supplies will be
adequate in 1972 due to the improved supply of blight-resistant
corn seed. The set-aside
requirement for barley will be
between 20 and 35 percent of the
base. The exact set-aside percentage will be indicated when
the 1972 feed grain program
provisions are announced.
Soybeans have been included
as a substituted crop in 1972 in
view of the supply outlook. This
will also give the producer additional planting options.
Wheat producers in 1972 will
receive the 100 percent of parity
on the production of their full
domestic allotment, the same as
this year. Face value of the
certificates will be the difference
between 100 percent of parity on
July 1, 1972, and the national
average wheat price received by
farmers from July through
November 1972.

What are the most FLAMnot be required to setleast 90 percent of a farm's 1972 use will
aside any additional acreage in MABLE FABRICS? The nice,
domestic allotment of either
qualify for program soft napped fabrics are
wheat, corn, garin sorghum, order to
wore
i irti
loosely
flammable
benefits.
barley, or soybeans can result in
may fabrics; and lightweight, fhfy
producers
1971,
in
As
a reduction in the 1973 allotment
acres must be sheers used for party c
by as much as 20 percent. If no graze set-aside
erosion, weeds, according to Cooperative Exagainst
protected
wheat or substitute is planted for
rodents. In tension Service specialitits.
and
damage
insect
3 consecutive years, the entire
again may Rayon, cotton, linen, and some
sorghum
sweet
1972,
allotment can be lost. All allotset-aside nylons are highly flammable,
the
on
planted
be
ments removed from farms will
except although one nylon called
grazed,
and
acreage
be reallocated to other wheat
during the five months of the '`nomex"is flame-resistant.Other
farms.
flammable fibers are acetalles,
Acreage which is not planted growing season.
and acrylic fibers and polyesters.
qualify
to
wish
who
Producers
due to a drought, flood, or other
benefits need to sign Silk and wool burn very sloally,
natural disaster or a condition for program
participate. Sign-up dates bu the more sheer they are, the
beyond the control of the up to
they will been.
?A through April more easily
February
be
will
producer will be considered
producer may par. Washable fabrics, however, may
planted to wheat. Also, any 7, 1972. An
the wheat program on be dipped in a flame-resistant
producer who makes a required ticipate in
or all farms in which solution, and non-washables be
farm,
any
acreage set-aside but elects to
interest, as he wishes. sprayed with the same solutlim.
receive no payment will not lose he has an
ASCS county offices will notify — Catherine C. Thmpson, P. 0.
his allotment.
producers of their Box 270, Hickman, Ky. 42050 236wheat
Processors of wheat for
allotments and the =1
domestic food use will continue to domestic
for their
set-asode
applicable
towards
bushel
pay 75 cents per
farms.
the domestic certificates value.
Life preservers and other
Again in the 1972-73 marketing
safety equipment could be the
year, no export marketing cermost important investments for
Poolside is not the place for the home pool owner. Tragedy
tificates will be issued.
might
shove
Established summer-fallow horseplay. A playful
always strikes when least exfarms which devote at least 55 get a friend in over his head-and pected, but the prepared pool
yours.
percent of their cropland to that
owner can prevent it.

There is no change in the
previously announced 1972
domestic wheat allotment of 19.7
million acres or in the loan rate of
$1.25 per bushel national average
established for the 1971 crop.
Farm-stored and warehousestored loans and purchases are
available to producers who
participate in the program.
The 1972 wheat set-aside
on
based
percentage is
of
preliminary
estimates
acreage required for next year's
No. 3 kr Steve McQueen.
No. 4 la John Wayne.
No. 1 Is Paul Newman.
production to meet U.S. domestic
and export needs, USDA ottlelals
CUNT EA$TWOOD COME$ ON FAST — The new No. 2 boxoffice film draw, Clint
said. It compares with the 1971
Eastwood, has colne on fast these past few years, a zoom that had its beginning in
set-aside rate of 75 percent of the Under the current program,
TV's "Rawhide". In 1964 Eastwood got 915,000 for a low-budget Western filmed in
farm's allotment.
Spain, and it grossed multimillions and he has been kind of magical ever since.
the farmer may plant as much
substitution wheat or any other non-quota
Under
the
Now he averages a million bucks a film.
provision, acreage devoted to crop as he wished after he has
Boy, 1626 Catalina Dr., Murray, feed grain or soybeans will be met his acreage set-aside and
DISMISSALS
considered planted to wheat to conserving base requirements.
Billy Wade Roberts, Rt. 6, Mrs. Loretta Faye Ward, Rt. I,
prevent loss of allotment. Or, he can choose not to plant
Becky
Mart,
Mrs.
Mandy
Hazel,
Murray, Miss Angela Beth
July 26, 1971
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Mary Opal Acreage devoted to wheat or any wheat. Crops subject to
Futrell,
Box
241,
Murray,
ADULTS 105
soybeans will be considered quotas in 1772 will be peanuts,
Leathan Parvin Adams, 1606 Moody, 310 S. 8th, Murray.
NURSERY 9
planted to feed grain to prevent
Calloway Ave., Murray, Miss Summertime fun in the sun loss of the feed grain base. This rice, tobacco„ extra long stable
Deborah Ann Henson, Rt. 8, should be tempered by thoughts will enable a producer to plant all cotton, and sugarcane.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Producers are not required to
Baby Girl Ramey (Mrs. Linda Benton, Mrs. Mary Jo Newberry, of safety. Drowning is the fourth or any combination of his
plant wheat to obtain certificates.
a Kay Nanney), Almo, Baby Girl Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Norma Dene leading cause of accidental acreage to wheat, feed grain or However,
failure to plant or be
lifunm (Mrs. Karen Hamm), Rt. Darnall, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. death. Do be careful. Don't be a soybeans without loss of planting
considered to have planted at
Devanna
Woods
Baby
Lou
and
5, Benton.
statistic.

ADAMS ORIGINAL

• ONE NICKEL

SHOE SALE
For Men, Women,and Children
July 30th and 31
Boy Ooe Pair at Regular Price
Get Another Pair for Only Sc
Sale Ends at 5 p.m. Saturday, July 31st

Hospital Report
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7-0Z SIZE
Kills Household Germs!

BRECK

68;

1.98 Value

III
'II

Iti
Ill
III

FIRST
AID
REAM

•Chopping
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III

Small Size

4-oz.
Size

Why Pay More?

Regular '1.00

SPEWAIL

wises oft.
3 ilireci cause., ol omies
wines on: Dowerfui

DOCTORS

46; Deanne

ALMA
kfRi

STRIDE"

_ Regular 69' Value
III
III
HI
III
III
•.

58;

DKISKSI SPECIAL

ATHLETE'S FOOT TREATMENT
OFTEN PRESCRIBED
& RECOMMENDED BY

• DrYness

• Detergent
Hoods
•Sunburn

NOW ONLY

WHY PAY MORE?

Johnson & Joh

FIRST AID
CREAM

Value

TAHITIAN LIME
DEODORANT FOR MEN

Regular
98' Value

SAVE
YOUR
OWN
SKIN

s 1.50

COMMAND

LIQUID
SHAMPOO

Say-Rite's
Low
Price

size

PADS
STRI-DEX
MEDICATED

HELP WIPE OUT PIMPLES
AND PREVENT NEW ONES
FROM FORMING
75's

ECONOMY SIZE
INSTANT

NESTEA
100% TEA — 3 oz. size

oly

79c

Limit
!Per
Family

WHY PAY MORE?

AQUA VELVA
SURF AFTER SHAVE
$"
2.25 Value
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Tiny Railroad Really a Business
orbit linkup Though It's Also a Hobby, Too!
Technicalities cloud U.S.-Soviet
28
AGE REPORT

SPACE

By FRANK MACOMBER

Mllttary-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
A row of technical roadblocks
must be cleared away if U.S.
!and Soviet space officials decide to move toward an eventual linkup of American and
Russian spacecraft in earth
orbit.
The prospects of such an unprecedented space feat, discussed by U.S. and Russian officials during conferences at
the Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, were born first more
than a year ago, when Dr.
Thomas 0. Paine, the chief of
the federal space agency,
proposed the international link-

up at a New York meeting with
Anatoly A. Blagonravov of the
Soviet Academy of Sciences.

Since then the space program
engineers at Houston have
proposed an Apollo commandservice module hookup in earth
orbit with a Soviet Soyux spacecraft of the type which carried
the three Russian cosmonauts
to their record-breaking Salyut
ship, the world's first manned
space laboratory, perhaps as
early as 1975.
They pegged it as one of several possible manned missions
to be flown during the anticipated U.S. space flight hiatus
from 1973 until 1978. The three
scheduled American Skylab

days and
missions, one of
two of 56-day duration, are
slated for 1973. But it will be
1978 or later before the United
States could loft its permanenttype, 12-man space station and
supporting manned shuttle

service, even if Congress is
willing to meet space agency
money demands for the multibillion-dollar project.
If the U.S. and Soviet space
experts decide to push ahead
with development of a common
docking system and get a green
light from their governments,
these are some of the technical
problems they must surmount
if a wedding of American and
Russian craft is to be achieved

Most Prolific Novelist Still Writing;
1931-1910 Output Totalled 552 Books!

To'
John Creases poses with 18 different editions of his books, all publis
a single month, under five different names and in six different languages.
which he is now a full-fledged
ly CLARK KINNAIRO
resident member, of committing
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
NEW YORK — Tex Riley, William K. Reilly, Ken Ranger, in his 40 Tex Riley-W, K. Reilly
Michael Halliday. J. J. Manic, Gordon Aahe, Anthony Morton, -Ken Ranger "Westerns" such
Peter Manton, Jeremy York, Norman Deane, Kyle Hunt, Richard boo-boos as confusing coyotes
Martin, Norman Beard, John Cresoey are positively unique, in with vultures and having the
the sense of the word as defined by a bestselling dictionary. former FLY!
Admittedly, Creasey's earliest
That is, "being the only one of its kind; solitary; solo; single;
fiction was pot-boilers for pulp
being without equal or equivalent."
They are all one: John Creasey, the most prolific living magazines and cheap books. He
writer of fiction. The "Guinness Book of World Records," com- had difficulty selling these or
piled by two Britons, Norris & Ross McWhirter in the new much of his improved work in
1971 edition (Sterling Publishing Co. in the U.S.A.) attests: the Thirties to American pub"Since 1931 the British novelist John Creasey (born 1908) has lishers. He could not interest
under his own name and 13 aliases, written 529 books totalling an American literary agent in
taking care of sales for him unmore than 40 million words."
However, when the Guinness cyclopedia of superlatives went til he had come to the United
to press late in 1970, Creasey was still composing novels at his States with bags of English
usual rate "10 days maximum" this phrase) and as of Jan. 1, editions and visited publisher
after publisher repeatedly.
1971, he'd done 552. By the time
• • •
this account gets into print. sing sales before his death of
WHILE doing so, Creasey exWA have completed dozens 175 millions in the United
more—and in the United States. States, plus millions of others panded his knowledge of the
in languages of 21 countrics. West and the whole country
As of Jan. 1, 1971, Creasey
totals are still growing, for first hand, via transcontinental
was a resident of Tucson, Ans.,
scratching his thousands or dozens of Gardner reprints re- bus trips with frequent stopbestsellers.
overs. Family members accomwords a day upon reams of main paperback
• • •
panied him on occasion, and one
with
paper
specially
ruled
GARDNER died at 81. Crea- son liked the U.S. so much he
grosses of cheap ball-point pens.
Astonlahingly for so prolific a eey at 63 has reason for confi- stayed to go to college
Periodic returns to England
writer, he abjures the type- dence that world-wide sales of
writer for hill-mei, or dictation, his books eventually will exceed are necessary for Creasey's rewhich Gardner's or any other 20th freshment of "local color" for
for the manner in
writer in
English. the stories of Roger West
Charles Dickens produced mil- century
Creamy novels have been trans- George Gideon, et al., that
lions of words for print.
lated into 28 different lan- have won the expressed adrm• • •
guages, including Russian - - ration of Anthony Boucher, [Jr
THE LATE Erie Stanley Gard- perhaps
the most of any Felix Marti-Therms, Jean Cocner, creator of the "Perry Ma- English writer since Dickens. teau and other respected critics
son" deductive detective yarns
Creasey's settling in Arizona international for his constantly
and (under the A. A. Fair part year was a sort of coming improved literary craftsmanpseudonym) the "Donald Lam- home to a scene about which ship, realism, and characterizaBertha Cool" hardboiled pri- he wrote blindly in some of his tions. One esteemed contempvate-eye series, dictated as earliest published novels. For orary likened Creasey's works
many as 10,000 words a day to he was among English and Ger- to Honore Balzac's "Comedie
a team of stenographers who mans who wrote bang-bang Humaine."
helped keep names and continu- "Westerns" according to popuHow does Creasey get his
ities straight.
lar formula before ever seeing amazing diversity of plots and
Gardner, however, produced any part of the United States. compose his work so speedily
Creamy confessed in The in a manner that puts Alexfewer than 200 books lincluding
non-fiction works that were oc- Roundup, monthly organ of the andre Dumas Senior to shame?
casional diversions) in amas- Western Writers of Americ& of That's another story!
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in space:
1. A resolving of differences
in spacecraft atmospheres.
Apollo in an earth-orbiting
mode uses pure oxygen at a
pressure of five pounds per
square inch. Soyuz uses a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen at
14.7 pounds per square inch.
Apollo's atmosphere is similar
to the Russian environment at
liftoff, but is shifted to pure
oxygen after launch.
2. Docking compatibility.
Soyuz employs a magnetic system for "soft" docking, then a
latching mechanism for
"hard" or lock-on docking to
hold the Salyut and Soyuz craft
firmly together in flight. Soyuz
also uses a bar or cone mechanism to align two spaceships for docking.
Apollo, on the other hand,
uses no magnetic equipment to
dock. And its alignment mechanism to link up the Apollo
command ship and the manned
lunar lender, for example, is a
probe and drogue arrangement
in which a spear-like rod moves
into a hole until it latches automatically.
3. Extra-vehicular missions.
In a typical Apollo lunar landing mission, astronauts move
between the command-service
ship . and the lunar, Lander
gh an air-lock tunnel
se hatch can be removed
d stowed.
Soyuz-type spacecraft have
no such connecting tunnel.
Thus transfer from one vehicle
to another means a cosmonaut
walk in space via handrails on
the two linked spacecraft.
4. Crew training. Some type
of cross-training would be required for both international
crews, to familiarize each with
the other's rendezvous and
docking procedures. Some
training also would be necessary in the use of navigational
and other instruments and in
the "reading" of instrument
panels.
5. Other problems would include the obvious language
barrier, orbital-changing techniques and differestces in optics
(light propagation), radar and
radio communications.
But all these and other problems which might bob up later
are surmountable, according to
Leroy Roberts of the National-

2

IGI keE
boostil
earnin

Aeronautics and Space Administration's Advanced Manned
Missions Office in Washington,
D.C.
-There already is a great
deal of information available
on both sides," he points out.
"It all boils down to how badly
you want to do it.
'We would want to be very
sure that such an operation
could be carried out safely, of
course. And that very likely
would mean some extensive
testing and crew training on the
ground. For that we would need

actual hardware to conduct the
test and training."
At the Houston conference,
U.S. and Russian experts also
discussed the possibilities of
linking up Apollo and Salyut or
Soyuz and Skylab spacecraft.
(Skylab is to be the hollowedout Saturn IV-B third stage
rocket casing.)
Either of these alternatives
would create a new batch of
technical problems.
But NASA officials say the
chief goal of the linkup
proposal is to develop a system
making it possible for spacemen stranded in earth orbit to
be rescued by craft of either
nation. Presently there is no
orbital rescue or escape system
in either the U.S. or Russian
space programs.
An added dividend would be
visits by scientists of either
country to Soviet or American
space stations in orbit. Or there
could be joint space explorations, with scientists, engineers
and medical specialists of both
nations working together in orbiting laboratories.
From 1958, early in the space
era, until last year, the United
States made 25 proposals for
American-Soviet cooperation
in space ventures. The only two
agreements came in 1962 and
1965. These covered satellite
'Meteorology, communications,
geomagnetic surveying, space
biology and medicine.
Only the last produced any
oductive exchange of information when medical scientists
'of the two nations last year began jointly to write a three-vole book on space medicine.

The term "hot dog" was coineO
in 1900. Concessionaire Harry
Stevens had his salesmen sell hot
dogs from portable hot-water
tanks at the New York Polo
Grounds, yelling "They-re red
hot! Get your red hot dachshund
sausages!" Sports humorist Tad
Dorgan took the idea and created
a cartoon of a taking sausage.
But he wasn't quite sure of how to
spell dachshund, and so dubbed it
"Hot Dog:'
The much-traveled American
GI has probably done more than
anyone to introduce the hot dog
abroad. Wherever he went, the
hot dog was sure to follow.
On Tokyo's Ginza, Paris'
Champs Elysees, Berlin's Unter
Der Linden, or nearby anywhere
In the world, a native nibbling on
a hot dog no longer brings raised
eyebrows.

By CARL PLA1
Copley News Ser

The P&BR's lecomotiv• and open passenger car rumbles over a trestle
By FRED NOFZIGER
Central Press Association Correspondent
FAIRVIEW, Mich—The train rumbled nearer the crossing,
deep in the pine and hardwood forest of Michigan's northern
Lower Peninsula, its whistle piercing the quiet of the green canopy. An automobile braked to a dusty stop on the sand trail-road.
Many a driver would be startled at such an intrusion on his
leisurely woodland drive, and just as surprised to find that he
could peer over the top of the engine and the tiny passenger
cars of the Pinconning & Blind River Railroad passenger train
out of Fairview station.
The motorist undoubtedly would note, however, that the tiny
cars of the train were filled with regular-size passengers.
The P&BR railroad is owned and operated by E. C. Eddy,
who also owns the land over
at his mill on weekends, asking
which the railroad operates,
northeast of Mb, the Oscoda forrides.
Later, a few friends suggestCounty seat.
ed that he give rides, charging
Eddy, a railroad buff, put toa nominal fee. Even today, the
gether the railroad over a span
railroad is operated as a hobby
of several years, first using the
rather than a business. The gotrains to haul logs to his mill.
Is 75 cents for adults
Scaled to one-quarter regu- ing rate
and 40 cents for children.
lar locomotive size and running
• • •
over 21/2 miles of 16 (inch)
"I TOLD the fellows that tourgauge track, the trains carry
ists wouldn't drive this far from
passengers on weekends from
a main road to ride a train in
Memorial Day through Labor
Day and on two "color" week- the woods," Eddy said, "and to
prove it I had 1,000 tickets
ends in October.
printed, advertised, and agreed
• • •
to try it for one summer."
THE TRAINS—pulled by two
The tickets lasted one week,
steam and two Diesel locomotives when power and number and Eddy and several friends,
are necessary --rumble out of who also are railroad hobbyists,
Fairview depot, where Mrs. have been manning the trains
Eddy serves as ticket seller, ever since.
conductor, and station agent,
In 1965, a railroad museum
every 30 minutes, rain or shine. was added. It adjoins the depot,
Beginning his 10th season Visitors and passengers browse
this year, Eddy recalls that he through the museum
while
began giving rides to club awaiting departure of their
groups and friends years ago train—whether it be the Hucklefor fun. Then residents and berry, Wolverine, Noon Local,
tourists alike began showing up Blind River Express, or Copper
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Baumer,61, is a W)
who advanced to
1933-1950 regular k
and in 1965 to major
the U.S. Army Re
was a Johnson &
executive from 1950
when he joined
ternational group
by dynamic George
now 70.

cloop in the Michigan woods.

Country Limited.
Museum exhibits include lumbering,
railroading,
antique
tools and forestry.
Eddy has reconstructed both
steam locomotives used on Use
railroad—a Hudson and a Shay
—and named his road for the
lumber business of his grandfather, C. F. Eddy.
The elder Eddy's lumbering
enterprise reached from Pinconning, Mich., south of Mb, to
the Blind River area in OntariO,
Canada. It was begun in 1910
•
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EACH train ride on the
P&BRR takes about 22 minutes, longer if the engineer
stops to allow passengers in
take pictures. The trains move
out of the station, turn a bead
and are lost to view in the dense
forest.
•
The trains pass through pine
and hardwood stands, glide by
dense fern growth that reaches
four feet in summer, cross trestles, pass through tunnels, and
move along ridges where it is
not uncommon to see whitetail
deer browsing below.
Made-to-scale railroad signs,
crossing gates, flashers, water
tower, and telephone lines add
to the completeness of the tiny
railroad, as the trains move
through such whistle stops as
Snowshoe, Edacres, Crosscut
and Junk Junction.
In the last nine summers
more than 160,000 persons hese
ridden the P&BRR on its many
scenic woodland runs.

Close Out Sale
Due to the demands of our woodworking and metal
shop we are closing out our entire stock of TVs and
Stereos'.
Everything in Our Store Will Be Sold
at or Below Cost!!
Our Stock Includes ...
* Motorola Console and Portable TVs in Color
and Black and White
* Motorola Console and Portable Stereos

This is the one you how, boon waiting for!

STRETCH I N I SPORTSWEAR
FAWN & GRACE TODDLER SETS
ONE GROUP DRESSES

MONEY

* Stereo Tape Players

rice!

* Cassette Tape Recorders
* Stereo Components and Radios
es

HAS BEEN ADDED...

We will continue to service the warranties on all
merchandise we sell.

ONE GROUP DORISSA DRESSES
Reg. $18.98 Now
Reg. $16.98 Now
Reg. $13.98 Now

Reg. $22.98 Now
Reg. $17.88 Now
Reg. $15.98 Now

This is the kind of sale everyone has
been waiting for, and it will begin ...

SHIREY SLEEPWEAR: Gowns, Long 8 Short Pajamas,
Jumpsuits.

1A11

in beautiful permanent press blonds./

In Thee Infant Department:
•Diaper Sets for boys & girls.
.Pajamas, Sportswear

slier

(This is a first in this department)

Paris, Tenn.
Fashions for the Younger Set

In The Boy Deportment:
Shirts, Pants, Suits,
Pajamas, Sweaters.

THROUGH SIZE 14
I 24

W. Washington

Phone 642-2932

PLEADS INNOCENT Colin
Carpi enters the Princeton
Township, N.J., courtroom
to plead innocent at his arraignment on charges that
he murdered his socialite
wife, Laura: He was freed
on $100.000 hail
NOT WTTH FIRM
William Hornbuckle is no
longer
associated
with
Cosmopolitan Mortuary due -to
his full-time employment at the
Ledger and Times, he announced
, today.

FRIDAY MORNING, JULY 30th
TV 8 STEREO

Lyons

METAL it
WOODCRAFT

511 So. 12th Street

Phone 753-7451
1•••••••••**••••••••••••*-**
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Federal State
Market Reporst

'Farmers Lung' Business Owners Almost Evenly Divided on Revenue Sharing Plan
In City Offices

Federal State Market News
Service
Breathing in organic dust can
Monday July 26 Mayfield,
set off a respiratory disorder
Kentucky
:ailed "farmer's lung". The
Mayfield Livestock Market:
disease is not exclusively rural
Livestock weighed on arrival.
by any means.
Spore-laden dust from moldy
Cattle this week 400
can trigger the disorder. So
hay
By CARL PLAIN
Calves this week 43
can the droppings of birds such as
Copley News Service
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK: pigeons. But more and more
Slaughter cows steady to .25
Every year since going lower,slaughter bulls, calves and cases have been reported
public in 1963, International vealers steady, feeder steers recently among office workers.
General Industries, Inc., has steady with feeder heifers steady The disease is on the increase.
Exhaustive investigations at
increased both its earnings and to strong.
the University of Wisconsin
dividend rate.
SLAUGHTER Cows: Utility Medical Center have uncovered
Uncommon as that record is,
19.00-22.00, couple of high mold growing in some warm, wet
management believes it will be
yielding individuals up to 22.50, air conditioners. The spores were
extended at least through 1971,
17.50-19.50, Canner 16.00air ducts
spewed from the
even though this year is not Cutter
entire office
among the strongest in recent 17.50.
throughout
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility buildings.
business history.
International General In- over 1000 lbs. 24.00-26.00.
The spores penetrate deep into
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND the lungs and inflame the area
dustries,a new name, is not yet
familiar to many investors. VEALERS: Mixed Good and where the exchange of oxygen
Until last April 6, the company Choice 180-240 lbs. vealers, 35.00- and carbon dioxide occurs.
was Bradford Speed Packaging 38.00, mixed Good and Choice 240- Eventually, the body becomes
350 lbs. calves 33.00-36.00.
11: Development Corp.
starved for oxygen. The first
FEEDER STEERS: Mixed symptoms resemble pneumoniaIts title change reflects both
the ma-eased diversification of Good and Choice 300-400 lbs.
chills, fever, cough, and
the corporation and the 47.1 per 33.50-36.50, 400-500 lbs. 31.50-33.50,
shortness of breath.
especially,
of
cent ownership interest
500-600 lbs. 29.50-31.50, 600-700 lbs. The much more serious chronic
International Bank, a finan- 28.50-29.50, Good 300-400 lbs.
a
to
lead
can
cially oriented "family of 31.50-33.50,400-500 lbs. 29.00-31.50, phase
breathlessness so severe that the
in 500-600 lbs. 26.50-29.50.
based
companies"
person cannot walk across the
Washington, D. C., as is IGI.
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
We buy profitable com- 300-500 lbs. 30.50-32.50, mixed room. Loss of weight is
panies and keep the people who Good and Choice 300-500 lbs. characteristic of both acute and
run them," William II_ 28;00-30.50, 500-700 lbs. 26.00-28.00, progressive lung damage and
eventual lung failure. Better
Balmier, IGI president, said in
Good 300-500 lbs. 26.00-28.00, 500- ventilation can help remove the
an interview. "We've bought 12
700 lbs. 23.00-26.00.
substances; and sometimes it is
in nine years and.,with two
possible to wet down moldy
exceptions, their top people are
all with us."
Federal State Market News material. Farmers who find it
IGI assets include 81.2 per Service
difficult to avoid exposure to
'cent ownership of Kliklok Corp. Tuesday July 27 Murray, Ken- moldy hay often take special
a leader in high-speed tucky
steroids to ward ott me disease.
packaging machinery; 100 per
At the University of Wisconsin,
Market:
Livestock
Murray
tent of Avis Industrial Corp., a
researchers have seen a number
arrival.
on
weighed
Livestock
troducer of automotive parts
of similar lung conditions which
this week 112
and electrical equipment; and Cattle
are expressions of the same
6
week
this
Calves
Wheeler
Foster
of
cent
2.7 per
basic disease mechanism. Maple
Corp., a big factor in steam COMPARED TO LAST WEEK: bark stripper's disease, pigeon
steady,
bulls
and
cows
Slaughter
.equipment and processing
breeder's disease, bagassosis,
plants. As the largest feeders fully steady.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility and mushroom worker's disease
optockholder, IGI claims
exotic names. But
1"significant influence" over 19.00-21.00, High yielding in- are some of the
put them
clinicians
Wisconsin
the
Cutters
22.00,
to
"looking
up
dividuals
Foster Wheeler and is
all together under this single
.into the possibility that we can 17.00-19.00,Canner 15,50-17.00.
'consolidate their results," SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility to term: hypersensitivity
Pneumonitis
kBaumer said.
Good over 1000 lbs. 24.00-25.00. pheumonitis.
1: Last year IGI's industrial
FEEDER STEERS: Package means an inflammation of the
mix resulted in revenues of of Choise 570 lbs. 33.20, mixed lungs.
-940,371,509, up from a restated Good and Choice 300400 be.. For ,rnore information about
813,832,558 for 1969. Net income 32.00-34.75.
...., --- lang2 disorders, contact the
edged up to $1,953,917, or $1.25 a
FEEDER HEIFERS: mixed Kentucky TB and RD
share, before nonrecurring Good and Choice 300-500 lbs. Association, 4100 Churchman
items, from $1,918,726. or $1.23, 29.00-31.00,500-700 lbs. 26.0042.00. Ave., Louisville, Kentucky 40215.
in 1969.
STOCK COWS AND CALVES:
For 1971's fisst qusarter,, net Choice 230.00-305.90 per pair, TIMES STRUCti. income advanced to 1414,595, of Good 200.00-250.00.
LONDON (UPI)—A labor
23 cents, from 8290,369, or 19
dispute forced cancellation of
cents, a year earlier.
today's edition of the Times, a
For this full year, Baumer
newspaper spokesman said.
expects share earnings in the
Details of the dispute were
clear colors take the
Bright,
t1.5541.65 range on volume
the new fall not disclosed.
around 845 million. He said that spotlight in
go with
"We regret that the Times
outlook does not depend upon hosiery, designed to
shortie skirts and was not published today befurther acquisitions but could hot pants,
be altered downward if orders culottes. Betty Curry, fashion cause of an industrial dispute,"
from the busy auto industry director for Burlington, said said Michael Cudlipp, deputy
is editor of the newspaper.
should ease, or if prospective one of the strong new colors
blackened red that
packaging machinery red onion, a
in
customers do not firm up in- goes with all the dark reds
You can't have boating fun
shoes and costumes. Another
dicated orders.
without boating safety. Be sure to
go
to
red
hot
is
front runner
have proper safety and signalling
Last year the company paid
with the bright shades of
dividends of 70 cents a share. ready-to-wear, and in the same equipment on your boat.
"I'm recommending to the family are the wine tones.
Otherwise, your happy trip might
Ward that we up it(the payout)
come to a sad conclusion.
in the third quarter," said
Baumer.
Both IGI and Kliklok shares
trade on the American Stock
Exchange — IGI around
midway of its $18.625-$12.375
range this year and Kliklok
near the lows of its $18.50413.50
range.
Baumer,61, is a West Pointer
who advanced to colonel in
1933-1950 regular Army duty,
and in 1965 to major general in
the U. S. Army Reserve. He
was a Johnson di Johnson
executive from 1950 until 1962,
when he joined the International group assembled
by dynamic George Olmstead,
now 70.

It's your ECONOMY
WEIS IENEFIT FUN
NIGH INTERS' lATES

In its acquisitions, Baumer
said, IGI seeks profitable, wellmanaged companies
manufacturing products sold to
other companies. Such enterprises, he explained, happily
"tremendous
the
lack
marketing, advertising and
public relations" costs of
consumer-products firms.
Baumer said IGI tries to help
the acquired companies (1)
expand their volume and (2)
profitable
become more
through suggestions or other
aid.
Most of IGI's acquisitions
had been privately held, and
top managers were given sixyear earnout opportunities.
Baumer sees one of his key
functions as cementing close
relationships and "keeping
them on even keel."
His corporate headquarters
are on the East Coast, in
Washington,and his home is on
the West Coast, in Le Jolla,
Calif., yet Ramer does not feel
handicapped
by
that
arrangement, thanks to air
travel.
-I was in airplanes about 120
days last ear.- he said

•
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The nation's independent
business owners are prett$
evenly divided, a poll indicate*,
on the Administration's proposal
for general revenue sharing
which would transfer $5!Mei a
year from the U. S. Treasury to
state and local governments.
The nationwide poll by the
National Federation of Independent Business finds 47

percent of the proprietors in with no majority expression, the of revenues for every city and
favor of the revenue-sharing Federation will take no formal county and state in the nafion, to
plan, 44 percent opposed and the position on revenue sharing.
be applied to their urgent needs
remaining 9 percent undecided. The Administration has pushed as they see flt."
Business people in Kentucky for $5-billion-a-year in general It is believed that a majority of
view the Administration's revenue sharing on grounds that the independent business people
revenue-sharing proposal this it would promote more solutions are sympathetic to this goal, as
way: 48 percent of the respon- to problems at the state and local they seem heavily in favor of
dents support the plan, 43 percent level and ease the etrain on "government at the level closest
voice opposition and tI percent financing at these levels
of to the people" as the most efgovernment. This
has been fective and responsive governare neutral.
Because of the divided vote, described as "a fresh transfusion ment, a principle espoused by

Star of Best BuysSale

Sanags sal loss /uncut's':
linen Saviegs Banks

However, clouding this main
Issue is the Federal government's ballooning deficit - $23
billion in the year just ended.
Because of this red ink, many
businessmen take a cynical view
of "revenue sharing" and liken it
more to "deficit sharing" since
the money would have to be
borrowed before being shared.
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17.0 cu. ft Refrigerator
only 30" wide
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A star among stars! This super buy now
for a limited time only. Huge 17.0 Cu. ft.
Refrigerator brings you the extra room
you want in a new Refrigerator yet it's
only 30" wide. More room in less space
because Frigidaire uses an insulation so
efficient only a thin layer is needed.
4.75 cu. ft. freezer is rated to store up to
166 lbs. Reversa-doors may be hinged for
right or left-hand opening. No problem if
you move or remodel. It's 100% FrostProof,too,so you'll never have to defrost.
on smooth-glide nylon rollers to
And,,,,,,
NAn
make moving and cleaning easy. A real
Star of Best Buys. Hurry in.
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SCARCITY OF MONEY in 1969 and much of 1970 has
disappeared as saving institutions so far in 1971 have
experienced a record-breaking inflow of funds. In
January of 1971, savings associations received deposits
at a $28 billion annual rate. This was more than they
took in during 1968, 1969 and 1970 combined. One reason for this is the attractive rates of interest still being
offered the public on their deposits, ranging from 41
2
/
per cent on regular savings accounts at carnmercial
banks up ter I per cent at savings associattons and savings banks for two-year time certificates of deposit.
Although in the past, high interest rates have usually
tumbled in response to an increased supply of savings,
this has happened only to a limited extent so far in
1971. A possible reason is expectation that money will
become scarce again as the recovery picks up steam,

5 Full Years Warranty on Parts,. Labor and Service
On Washers and Dryers
October 10, 1971, Same As Cash
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Astronauts ... Loss Of ...
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SPACE CENTER, Houston Endeavour.
after they nail a cnance so mink
UPI)-The timetable for the The report from the Waelea about the fee increase and knew s
flight of Apollo 15 tall times Control Center was "a11 ays- year ahead it would cost to come
A fourteen year old boy, Dan personnel of the Max Churchill EDT and subject to change): terns normal" on this day to Murray, apparently decided to
Washer'', has died from injuries Funeral Home, Murray.
before man's fourth mean go elsewhere and gave us our
Today
sustained in an accident at The body is being returned to 7:34 a.m.-Crew awakens.
landing.
firs" big drop in enrollment."
LaGrange, Ill., a suburb of the Max(Urchin Funeral Home 11:05 a.m.-Course correc- The astronauts were awa- Dr Gilbert L. Mathis, an
Of these, India has the repuBy JAMES CARY
more than 2 tons of illicit raw
. Chicago. He succumbed at the where friends may call after noon tion, if needed.
tation of controlling its produc/
2 hours of sleep associate professor of economics
kened after 71
Copley
News
Service
opium in Turkey in the first
well.
Memorial Hospital at LaGrange on Friday. His paternal grand- 11:35 am -Astronauts jetti- and Scott reported be falt at Murray State,
tion
told the
four months of 1971.
Iran demonstrated a capabil. on Wednesday at 5:30 a.m.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe son door covering service "pretty good."
legislators that a recent study
WASHINGTON - Turkey's
International narcotics
Dan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rowlett, and aunt, Mrs. Treva module experiments.
The Saturn rocket hulk was revealed that the economic decision to halt all opium pro- ity to enforce a halt two years
-Charles Washam of Bowling Beth Paslaski, were killed in an 4:05 p.m.-Apollo 15 fires 6 expected to crash the moon 53 impact of out-of-state students on duction in 1972 may be a major ago, but has reentered legal agents, including U.S. bureau
1
2 tons
Brook, Ill., formerly of this area, automobile accident enroute minute, 32 second braking blast minutes after Apollo 15 loops the university and the com- victory in fighting the interna- production. It, too, is believed men, also have seized 2/
under reason- in the last six months along the
was injured on Tuesday about from Chicago, Ill., in December to swing into orbit around the around the far side. The munity
ap- tional drug traffic, but a total to have its crop
represented
control.
supply route into the United
10:30 a.m. Reports are he was 1959.
was expected
to proximately $4,486,000 in revenue cutoff of illegal drugs entering able
moon, ranging from 67 to 195 collision
Little is known about what States.
Survivors are his parents, Mr. miles high.
working on the back of a truck
generate a force equal to the
the United States is not in sight.
Although that route is condelivering bundles of newspapers and Mrs. Charles Washam, three 447 p.m.-Spent Saturn rock- detonation of 11 tons at TNT. annually.These figures are based on
Six other nations besides happens to the opium grown in
the other nations, although stantly shifting, the traditional
to different points in the city. One sisters, Roseann, Diane, and et stage hits the moon.
Turkey
sources
of
an
estiThe resulting tremor was to returns from a questionnarire
of the boys on the truck with Dan Dolly Ray, and three brothers, 8:14 p.m.-Apollo 15 lowers be measured by two moonquake distributed among 1,550 non- mated 60 to 80 per cent of the none is rated as a major source path has been from Turkey to
clandestine laboratories in
of illicit supply.
all
of
Robert,
and
lost his eye glasses, and it was Patrick, Tom,
orbit to within nine miles of the meters left behind by earlier Kentucky students at the heroin used by American adThe United States has 200,000 southern France, where the
dicts - are authorized to grow
reported that Dan volunteered to Bowling Brook, Ill. He has a lunar surface with a 22.9 second Apollo crews. Scientists hoped university last semester.
addicts. opium base is converted into
jump off the truck, which he nuznber of relatives in Murray firing from the main service the nature of the subsurface Of this, he said, $1,751,666 went opium legally under a 1961 con- to 300,000 known heroin
successes
in shut- heroin, then to America via
of
A
series
including
County
Calloway
vention
on
going
narcotics.
too fast, and
thought was not
module engine.! 11:34 p.m.- vibrations would tell more directly into the university's
ting off the opium supply in New York, Canada, Tiouth
Some
of
this
gets
into
illicit
two aunts, Mrs. Don Osmus
and get the glasses.
hour,
42
makeup.
begin
'7
about
the
moon's
Astronauts
funds as fees and payment for
'flukey began in 1968. At that America or Mexico.
channels.
Reports are that Dan suffered a Mrs. J. R. Morrison of Murray minute sleep period.
At 1:29 a.m., Apollo 15's $44S. campus services. The state
A senior State Department
time, after long negotiations,
ar
Mexico,
although
arrangements
not
was
authorand
the
fall
Funeral
in
fracture
skull
Friday
million, 12-day mission cromed collected $123,221 in taxes,
official points out that Turkey
loaned
TurUnited
States
the
ized
under
the
treaty,
also
prodriver
Incomplete.
found unconscious by the
7:19 a.m.-Astronauts awa- the imaginary line in space license fees, etc., while $2,611,200 duces
some opium that IS pro- key $3 million to purchase in 1970 produced 120 to 150 tons
and the other boys when they
where the moon's gravitational was spent with private enterprise cessed
ken.
into heroin for U.S. cus- transportation and communi- of opium legally.
turned around to check on him.
10:30 a.m.-Astronauts tele- influence overpowers Earth's within the community.
Of this, at least 60 tons were
cations equipment and to train
tomers.
this
conducted
was
An inquest
vise view of the landing site as and the astronauts started "Based on the
Kentucky
agents, all to be used in cutting diverted into illegal channels.
Southeast
Asia
particularmorning at eleven o'clock by the
ICoadaried from Page 1)
seen from lunar orbit. Show speeding up toward the moon. Department of Parks'estimate of ly the tri-border area of Laos, off illegal opium poppy produc- Of the illegal opium from TurCook County Coroner before the Murray, with double sessions lasts 14 minutes.
key alone, less than five tons
They were 39,000 miles away at turnover for tourist money of 1.67 Burma and Thailand - has be- tion and sales.
body would be released to the being forced on the city school 11:24 a.m.-Irwin transfers to he time.
In return, Turkey agreed to a has been intercepted during a
times per year," Dr. Mathis come increasingly significant
system. Another month of work the lunar module. Scott follows Scott, Warden and Irwin were noted, "this means these 1,550 as a source of opium-based staged reduction in the number period of the greatest success
would put the new high school in In 15 minutes to prepare for the asleep by then, resting up for out-of-state students represent a illicit drugs.
of provinces authorized to grow to date by control agents.
The over-all problem is even
good shape, so you can figure a moon landing.
the start of a record six days of $7,500,000 impact on the economy
There are reports of 21 opium opium. They have been rewill more immense. Worldwide,
good month of double sessions 1:48
p.m.-Lunar
module moon exploration.
if the state of Kentucky in a refineries in that region provid- duced from 21 to seven and
after carpenters go back to work. separates from the command Before retiring, Scott and year's time."
ing a constant flow of heroin for be cut to four this fall. The final about 1,200 tons are produced
because of ship.
is
possible
Even
more
into
U.S. troops in South Vietnam. crop will be harvested in illegally every year. (wily a
slithered
the
Irwin
landing
at
Murray
revenue
Incoming
An automobile accident at 4
small fraction of it is being inof
of
shipment
rescheduling
the
The authorized opium-grow- August or September, 1972.
-Command
ship
p.m.
for
a
second
time
3:10
craft
Falcon
approximately
State is down
p.m. Tuesday near Dover, Tenn.
tercepted.
over
Turkey's
re
Control
all
Schedules
were
equipment.
ing
nations
besides
Turkey
are
raises
orbit
piloted by Worden
and found all systems ready for $120,000 this year as a result of
has hospitalized three young PaThe massive problem demaining authorized production
ducah girls, one in critical con- set up so that the new school to 63 to 74 miles high with a 3.9 the 6:15 p.m. landing Friday in the drop in out-of-state students, India, the Soviet Union, Bul- this year and next will be tight- veloping in Southeast Asia is
could be used this fall, but with second firing from its main a moon basin hemmed in on Charles Outland, director of the garia, Iran, Yugoslavia and
dition.
ened by a new licensing law for becoming better known now
Kathy Hogancamp, 17, is in the interruption, these schedules engine. The craft is completing three sides by mountains and budget at Murray, told the Greece.
opium
growers and a govern- that there have been publicly
equipment
and
up.
New
its 12th orbit of the moon at the flanked on the other by a deep legislators. Bonding capacity
the intensive care unit in Van- are torn
ment
offer
to buy these crops at printed estimates of 25,000 to
derbilt Hcapital, listed in criti- services will be rescheduled time.
gorge.
also has decreased because of the
30,000 U.S. military personnel
improved prices.
which means most anything. The 6:03 p.m.-Lunar
cal condition.
module Scott and Irwin will spend a same reason, he noted, but
Most of the equipment pro- there who are addicta-_____
Joanne Hogiuxamp, 10, is list- strike has caused a mess which fires main landing engine to record 67 hours there, using emphasized that, although
Mailirsed tram Pate 11
Fourteen of the refineries revided by the United States has
ed in serious condition at Van. may take months to overcome. begin its descent toward the their new moon buggy to prowl amortization of bonds is not in Survivors include ins wife, been in Turkey only about a portedly processing the opium
derbilt Hospital, while another
moon.
about an area almost as large jeopardy, future bond sales are Myra; daughter, Mrs. Ronald year, and the training of agents that these men use are supsister, Susan, 15, is in satisfac6:15 p.m.-Astronauts Scott as Manhattan.
(Susan) Yarno of Hazelwood, is just beginning to take effect. posed to be located near Taghi"out the window."
tory condition at a Clarksville,
and Irwin land on the moon.
The mission's lunar explore- "Our level of fee income, which Mo.; son, Gordon Lee Munday of
The payoff, the U.S. Bureau lek in Burma, an area conTenn. hospital.
7:38 p.m.-Lunar module top ion, however, begins tonight is pledged for amortization for San Francisco, Calif.; five of Narcotics and Dangerous trolled by insurgents. Other reThe three girls are the daughhatch opened and Scott stands when the astronauts start consolidated education revenue sisters, Mrs. Vida Copple of Drugs reports, has come in the fineries are said to be near
ters of Dr. and Mrs. Charles
up to begin 30-minute landing taking pictures from orbit. bonds is 12.6 times the annual Centralia, Ill., Mrs. Ruth Stilley, form of much better intelli- Fiouei Sai and Nam Keimg In
Hogancarnp of Paducah.
site surveillance.
Then, at 8:14 p.m., Apollo 15 debt service requirement," he Mrs. Amos Wood, Mrs. Gracey gence on the illegal drug traf- Laos and Mae Sallong in ThaiCircumstances =rounding the
8:14 p.m.-Scott lowers him- will swoop dawn to within nine said, "while the acceptable Griffin, and Mrs. Blanche fic. This has led to seizures of land.
accident were not immediately
self into the cabin and hatch is miles of the moon, setting the minimum is 1.25 times."
Goodin, all of Benton, Ill.; one
available.
closed five minutes later.
landing craft up for Friday's "Bonding capacity," he said," brother, Adlai S. Munday of
10:29 p.m.-Scott and Irwin final descent.
means that the university must Florida ; six grandchildren; one
begin 7/
1
2 hour rest period. Before retiring Wednesday have enough incoming revenue to great grandchild.
A horse show will be held Worden begins seven hour rest
By United Press International
11
/
4 times the annual prin- Funeral services will be held
Saturday, July 31, at the period in lunar orbit at 1:16 night, Apollo 15 had its fourth pay
problem of the mission. Scott cipal and interest payment on its Friday at three p.m. at the chapel
Wranglers riding club in Murray
a.m. Saturday.
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral 44 REDS REPORTED KILLED IN CAMBODIA
interrupted routine communica- bonded indebtedness."
starting at five o'clock.
SAIGON-South Vietnamese reported they killed 44 Communist
This margin of coverage Home with Dr. Samuel R.
NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks Classes to be held are: halter
tions with mission control and
troops today in fighting in neighboring Cambodia, where a South
opened lower in moderate class open, pony lead line, jr.
reported a drinking water cannot decrease further without Dodson, Jr., officiating.
rasing questions from the bon- Pallbearers will be Z. C. Eras, Vietnamese task force is attempting to close off infiltration routes
fixture was leaking.
trading today
western pleasure, country
"You might take a look at dholders," he observed. "We Paul Rogers, Jack Shroat, into the Mekong Delta. The U.S. command announced 13
Shortly after the opening, the pleasure, western pleasure,
Dow Jones industrial average english rack, fox trot, western
that real quick and see if yoq simply cannot sell any more Aubrey (Red) Willoughby, Americans were killed, and 88 wounded,in fighting last week.
was off 0.59 at 871.42. Declines rack, egg and spoon class, pole
can come up with any idens,'t bonds until we have a substantial Raymbeid TidwiL.TotiPat Ward,
FuBENTON, Ky., July 28
isinsped advances, 138 to 51bending, jr., open and
ground communicator increase in students and fee in- J. EL' Shacktiftlett,- and Buel RAIL NEGOTIATORS CALLEI) BACK TO TABLE
women, neral services for Bruce W. Scott fold
WASHINGTON-The government summoned negotiators for
Stalls, Sr.
among the 299 issues crossing barrel
The tone of his come."
Henize.
Karl
race, jr. and open, flag Hensley, 14-year-old son of Mr.
the railroads and the United Transportation Union back to the
Murray
State,
the
auxiliary
At
will
be
in
the
Murray
Interment
devise
to
the tape.
engineers
urged
race open, figure 8 speed race and MM. Jimmy Hensley of voice
services have been self- Cemetery with the arrangements bargaining table today in a new effort to force a voluntary setPhillips surrendered % to 32 open, pair race and rescue race. Gilbertsville Rt. 1, will be con- a fast remedy.
supported Outland said, and will by the J. H. Churchill Funerall tlement of the spreading railroad strike.
in the oils, as did Atlantic
it
was
fast
how
asked
Henize
at
p.m.
at
4
Horses from every area and all ducted Thursday
Labor Secretary, James D. Hodgson said the government would
be through the 1971-72 fiscal year. Home where friends may call
replied,
"It's
Richfield and Standard of riding clubs are
Scott
and
dripping
welcome to at- Linn Funeral Chapel. The Rev.
refrain
from again asking Congress to legislate a rail settlement
"However,
without
a
subafter
four
p.m.
today.
now.
right
flow
California at 65% and 57%, tend the show.Spectators
pretty good
can see R. J. Burpoe will officiate and a
"until we're absolutely convinced that there is an impact of such
respectively. Occidental lost 4111 the show for $1.00 per class. Five burial will be in Bethel Ceme- It's a whole ball of water stantial increase in dorinitory
magnitude on the nation that we cannot contain it any longer."
revenue and greater utilization
to 16%, but Natomas climbed
around the valve."
place trophies will be given. Food tery.
HIDDEN LOVE
university
services
by
July
1,
of
arrival
1% to 79%. Texaco and
on
Karl,"
dead
run,
was
big
boy
a
The
"This is
will be available on the grounds.
England (UPI)- SOVIET NUCLEAR POWER INCREASING
1972, we will have to look to the LEEDS,
Benton Municipal Hospital Scott said.
Pennzoil were unchanged at Directions
Naturalists
from all over
to the Wranglers at
LONDON-The authoritative Jane's Fighting Ships said today
to
provide
for
the
folk*ing a car-truck collision
3571 and 28%, respectively.
"Oaky, stand by," replied general fund
riding pen are: Take Hwy. 94
gather on a the Soviet Union will have enough nuclear power by the middle of
will
England
at 7.30 p.m. Monday on U.S. 68 Henize. "Lots of people thinking operation and maintenance of
In the rails, Southern Pacific
east from Murray, turn left at
construction site in Leeds this this decade to destroy virtually all of the United States' landat the Briensburg-Tatumville dOwn here now."
these facilities," he said.
eased
44
to 38%, while laikestop
weekend-to dig through a half- based missiles and bombers. In the 1971-72 edition of Jane's U. S.
Grocery and follow Road intersection.
Yesterday's
hearing
was
the
Chesapeake & Ohio lost Ls to
A few minutes later, Henize
blacktop for two miles.
rubble to try to locate a submarine-carried missiles, Polaris and Poseidon, were termed
ton
Benton
Rt.
15,
Vied,
Gregory
59. Penn Central was un
old the astronauts he would fourth session held by the study
7 is in fair condition at Western radio up procedures to stop the commission this summer on a plant which, legend has it, the "most survivable" American nuclear deterrents.
changed at 5/
3
4, as was
irresistible.
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
university campus. Tuesday the makes women
Burlington Northern at 46/
leak."
1
4.
The plant is lovage, or TRADE DEFICIT
been
a
have
would
Hensley
OUT SURPLUS
members
were
at
commission
Among the steels, Bethlehem
-Okay, give it quick," Scott
levisticum officinale, and was
student at North Marshall Rich
(Comdata ImsPage 1)
WASHINGTON-The US. trade deficit for the second quarter
Western Kentucky University in
gained 1,4 to 22, but Armco was
said.
discovered on waste land six of 1971-4372.3 million-wiped out a first quarter surplus, and gave
School this fall. He was a memat Colorado State University.steady at 16/
1
4.
Then Henize told the pilots to Bowling Green,and next week years ago. Naturalists went by
ber of Bethel Baptist Church.
the nation itsfirst half-year trade deficit since 1946, the govern.
the
campuses
of
visit
Du Pont held unchanged at Colonel Harland Sanders will
will
it. Then, last ment announced. In other economic news, the Nixon adIn addition to his parents, sur- take out their tool kit, insert a
State University and the hundred to see
Morehead
144% in the chemicals. fly in on a special )et with the viving
opening
and
valve
in
a
wrench
Marsha.
are three sisters,
the ministration wound up with a $30 billion "real" budget deficit
Kentucky State week, a truck dumped
frc
Allied Chemical dipped /
1
4 to Kentucky delegation of Youth Karen and Kimberly, all of Gil- stop the water flow. It was the Northern
rubbish on top of it.
fiscal 1971-the biggest since World War II.
Scholars and adults Sunday af- bertsvine Rt. 1, and his grand- first known use of an Apollo College. at Covington.
31%.
Created by Senate Bill 117
. IBM fell 7/. to 28114 in its ternoon, August 1. He will speak narents. Mr. and Mrs. Ode Hol- tool kit.
group. Westinghouse eased 14 at the Meditation Services that land of Conway, Ark., Cartha
"Okay, Houston, that looks during the 1970 session of the
to 83%, while RCA held night on "The Challenge." The Hensley and Mrs. Meverhie Mc- like that did it," Scott said General Assembly, the comunchanged at 311
/
4. Burroughs whole delegation will wear white Mahan, both of Damascus, Ark. after a pause of several mission of four senators and five
representatives is directed to
added 44 to 117%, Sperry Rand shirts and blouses with Kentucky
Friends may call at the fu- minutes.
Colonel black bow ties
neral home.
Ls to 27/
the system of public higher
1
2.
study
thinking
good
was
"That
The Colonel was present in
American rose /
1
4 to X% in
because we about had a small education in Kentucky and to
the airlines. TWA dipped /
make recommendations for
1
4 to Lexington in June when the 2A top
flood up here."
winners in the state competition
t.for
iov
22%.
A few minutes later, the improvement.
of junior and senior high
the Murray
astronauts said they soaked up imgri hand
schoolers chosen to go to MC Federal State
Market News the loose water with towels and meeting were Senators C. Gibson
were announced. This was at the Service July
the
29, 1971
"It looks like we're in good Downing, Lexington,
close of the Kentucky Youth Kentucky Purchase
chairman, and William A. Logan
Area Hog shape."
Seminar-climax of many weeks Market Report
Includes 10 "We've got a bunch of towels Madisonville. Members from the
From Th.
of study on the part of 1,100 young Buying Stations
hanging up in the tunnel right House were Representatives
1/2
people to win trips to the State Receipts: Act. 1069
Jr. & Misses
Eel 1050 now," Scott said. "It looks like William P.Curtin, Jr., Frankfort,
seminar and the national AIC. Barrow's and Gilts 25c
William H. McCann, Lexington,
higher somebod) s laundry."
Colonel Sanders immediately Sows steady
By Uaited Press laternational pulled out a
Apollo 15's first problem and Sherman R. Arnett, Clear$50 bill to trigger US 1-3 mo-no Ma
620.25-20.75; developed shortly after launch field.
SPACE CENTER, Houstonsending another youth delegate to 'IS 2-4 190-240 lbs.
120.00-20.25; from Cape Kennedy Monday. It The four members unable to
Apollo 15 astronaut David R.
the AIC, and others in the US 2-4 240-260 lbs
119.50-20.011; was a short circuited engine attend were 7 State Sena
Scott, to Mission Control, after
audience followed suit until US 3-4 260-280 am
Wilson Palmer, Cynthiana, and
119.0949.50; control switch.
being instructed how to fix a
money to send the 24th Youth Sow,
water leak in the spacecraft:
Then Liter that day, a short Tom Garrett, Paducah,and State
ONE RACK SELECT
Scholar was contributed.
Wilson W.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 115.06-15.56; circuit popped a circuit break Representatives
"That was good thinking
The Colonel has attended the US 1-3 300-550 lbs.
Carl
A.
Jr.,
and
Nett,
both
Wyatt,
$14.96-15.98; In an instrument panel lighting
because we about had a small
past two State Youth Seminars US 24 450-650 lbs. $13.96-14,110 few
circuit. The problem was not of Louisville.
flood up here."
and also appeared at the final down to $12.00
serious,
program of his county's US 1-3 200450 lbs. *14.00-14.50
ALARM
Scott and Irwin found a FALSE
FORT MCPHERSON, Ga.STRASBOURG, France
(Shelbyville) 10-week study
Mattered glass cover to an
Col. Robert E. Nelson, one of
HOT PANTS THIEF
short circuit at an air
course from which represenaltimeter in Falcon Tuesday, (UPI)-A
the jurors on the My Lai court- tatives to go to the State seminar OAKLAND, Calif. ( UPI
radar base Wednesday set
force
but
k,
too,
was
not
a
serious
board
trying
Capt.
martial
a 26-year4M
were chosen. He has a great Police accused
off an air raid alarm in 144
woman Wednesday with being problem
Ernest L. Medina:
interest in young people and will
towns and villages along the
"I certainly think that if a be mingling with the youth group the "hot pants burglar at
Rhine River, air force officials
WW1 TOUR
crime has been committed, Sunday night and attending the Oakland."
said.
NEW
YORK
(UPI
Pan
vada
Braggs
somebody ought to pay."
of
Los
general session-the opening La
As sirens set off by the
was charged with 80 American World Airways reone-of AIC Monday morning, Angeles
automatic system blared all
daylight burglaries in the city. ceived a letter this week asking
CASER, Wyo.-Mrs. Phillip August 2:
the department of HasU. Fred Tornow, head of the for reservations for a tour of over policemen, firemen, and
Dye, on the efforts of over 2,000
Rhin,
the
Soviet
Union.
burglary
detail, said
the
searchers who found her nineNow You Know
rescue workers ran to their
year-old retarded son, Kevin, By United Press International suspect's method was to switch "Please notify me as soon as respective town halls. One of
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can
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to
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this
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after a
The city of Nassau Bay, Tex.,
the worst telephone jams in the
1304 Chestnut Street
mountain country:
Manned and to wear hot pants or a request," the writer mid. "My history of the area took place
the
across from
wife
and
I
plan
on
hiving an
-This is the greatest mandes- Spacecraft Center and home of nurse's uniform in burglarizing
Phone,153-8365
when 144 mayors simultaneousktation of love I have eve the three Apollo 15 astronauts, apartments and homes of addition to our family if we
ly tried to telephone national
can't
get
on
this
tour."
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Ju.ly Rock-Bottom Sale
* SUMMER MERCHANDISE *
Swimsuits
v Dresses
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Th. Coloniali

Slack
jr.tmSisuses
its

v Shorts & Matching Tops

1

SUMMER MERCHANDISE '300-'5"1
bn't Be Late! . . .

Start Your Fall Wardrobe Now!

with a small down payment use our layaway plan
for Fall Merchandise.

Town & Country Shop

Abnor
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the Federal Constitution was
framed. Period houses are
preserved in what Is known as
"America's most historic
square mile."
Philadelphia also is a major
center of commerce, industry
and finance. It is the largest
petroleum refining center on
the East Coast and the second
largest in the nation. It has the
largest freshwater port in the
world with 50 miles of waterfront.
On the western side of the
state is the great industrial
metropolis of Pittsburgh,one of
the nation's top steel making
and coal mining areas. Once
called the "Smoky City," it
became the home of the world's
first full-scale nuclear power
plant.
State capital since 1812 is
Harrisburg, which today is also
an important mining, industrial and commercial
center. Pennsylvania's state
museum is located there.
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RISE OF THE REPUBLIC

$1-a-mile Pennsylvania
grows to vital role
S

Don't be wailing wall
for parents' problems
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alPRESTORED ARM PROGRESSING—Anne Shelly, 15, smiles
a 'at Orthopaedic Hospital in Los Angeles after doctors
told her that there is circulation in her reimplanted left
arm severed by the Propeller of a light airplane.
no.
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4urossword Puzzle

Answer to Yesterday's Purina
M000 003C OMB
0000 0000 0MM
MU ROM MO3
0000 0000
0000 000M HMO
0000M 3000 00
300000 0011000
MM 0000 00000
0100 0P00 UOMM
DOM OM00 MM
MOO 0000 BO
000 0000 MMOM
000 MOO 0000

DEAR ABBY: I am a wife and the mother of teen-agers,
but my biggest problem is my parents! They have never got
along, and I bear it every day from both sides. Paper/ally my
mother. If she isn't here complaining in person, she's on the
phone. She starts out with, "Now I don't want you to think
less of your father, but as our daughter you have a right te
know what's going on." Then she proceeds to tear him to
shreds. [I'm not the only one in the family she complains to,
but I am the favorite wailing-wall.1
I have sat them both down and begged them to get
professional help and quit running to relatives, but they don't
want help. They'd rather complain and make everyone else
as miserable as they are.
Abby, I may lay awake nights worrying about my
teen-agers, but my parents will never hear a word. Why
idsould I burden them with my problems? They aren't going
to solve them for me. On the other hand, I try to keep my
parents' problems from my husband and children. I feel like
a sponge being sopped from both sides and never allowed to
drip.
I know a daughter can't disown her own parents, but if
only they realized what they were doing to me, maybe they
would let up. In the meantime, how can I keep my sanity--or
DAUGHTER
what's left of it?

ACROSS
2 Well-behaved
3 River in Siberia
4 Trifle
Time gone by
5 Uppermost
Note of scale
roots in house
Challenges
6 Dimmest
Tough.
oil silver-white
DEAR DAUGHTER: U you really want to preserve your
7 Part of to be''
metal
sanity, you will shut off your parents' complaints in whatever
8 Trick
13 Talisman
9 Puff up
ways are necessary. And don't feel pithy!
Negative
10 Place
Hindu guitar
Conjunction
12
as Satiate
14 Symbol for
DEAR ABBY: With so much talk about controling the
..49 Dutch tciwn
tellurium
24 Danger
by means of the men having vasectomies, I want
population
17 Deadly pale
'g2 Latin
you
a question: How come I had this simple little
to
ask
20 Female sheep
conjunction
24 Again
15-minute operation done in a doctor's office in 1052 and it
55 Venetian
ro Timepieces
37 Enrolls
magistrate
42 Chore
?A Period of time 25 Bishopric
cost me only $25, and today they are charging $250 for the
44 Roam in harem 56 Touchdown
At what time? 27 Actual
very same operation?
(abbr.)
46 Tranquility
28 Among
River in
Just because doctors have a license to practice medicine
48 Poem by Homer 57 Dress border
29 Linger
Belgium
49 Warm
59 A state (abbr.)
30 Nimbus
33 Printer's
doesn't mean they have a license to steal.
62 Compass point
— measure
51 Dillseed
32 Rant
DEARBORN, MICH.
54 Eat
64 Pronoun
34 Cooled lava
36 Knock
35 Before
DEAR DEARBORN: Nothing is as cheap today as it was
1,38 Afternoon party
11111111111111 •
to 1952. But if the doctor who performed your surgery for 929
39 Three-toed
sloth
Is sow charging CH, why don't you ask Ida?
1111Mill=galM11111111111
40 Prefix: not
41 Need
11111
MIMAINEIII
DEAR ABBY: Because it is a habit to read the death
43 Precious metal
Cover
1.1p
notices in my hometown paper, I turned to the obits in the
417 Braided
newspaper while traveling thru that city.
1111111111111111111.0111111111
rf.k Babylonian
In funeral notices I saw someone I had known died at the
deity
fl1111111MISigill111
52 Small island HMIII
home of a "Sally So and So, a very dear friend, after a
53 Sum up
lingering illness."
WHIR
56 Z:onfuriction
Not Utak it's any of my dang business, but is it now
58 Hops
ill11111111111
1111111111
60 Maiden loved
proper to announce to the world that one's
considered
by Zeus
111111 • ii111111011111111Mr0
sleeping partner has succumbed? Or do you suppose "Sally
.61 Proper
63 Helping
So and So" was using the obits to let the local townspeople
-165 Apportions
know that she was looking for a relief pitcher? TEXAN
66 Clergyman's
.
60
. degree (abbr.)
DEAR TEXAN: How do you know what the sleeping
67 Golf mound
arrangements were? Perhaps "Sally Se and tio" was mum-.
ill111111illtiiiiii110111111111
DOWN
a "dear frlead" and sothimg more.
M1111111111iiiiiiillrin1111111
Distr. by United *stare Syndicate, isa. 21
1 Skin ailment
What's your problem? You'll feel bettor V you get II ell
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I CHECKED 4 OUT WITH OUR
COUNSELOR,AND SHE SAID JUST
"ID MAKE SURE WERE
BY NINE

ME "SIR'!OF
COURSE, 11'5
ALL RIGHT!

eau

tJHO ARE WELL ONE Of TNE BOYS\
WE 60016 15 NAMED CHUCK AMP
70 5EE? THE OTHER ONE 15 KIND
OF A FM* LOOKING
KID WITH A 13I6 NOSE,
OUT FIE'S REAL. NEAT

n.
d.
rc

By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service
"The air is sweet and clear,
the heavens rierene," said
William Penn of the Colony he
founded.
Today Pennsylvania has its
pollution problems like most
other places where heavy industry is concentrated.
Still, it was a bargain bigger
than even Penn dreamed when
he accepted it from King
Charles El as repayment of a
14,000-pound debt.
It worked out at about a
dollar a square mile for a
48,000-square-mile tract of land
so rich in natural resources as
to
make
Pennsylvania
essential to the national
economy of the future United
Sates.
Today the state leads the
nation in iron and steel
production, contributing about
a quarter of the total U.S.
output. A third of the nation's
steel plants are located there,
as well as numerous factories
turning out heavy and light
machinery, transportation and
electrical equipment,
chemicals, textiles, shoes,
tobacco and food products.
Pennsylvania also produces
most of the nation's coal as well
as many other important
minerals.
It all began with Penn's
"Holy Experiment" — to
establish
a
community
•dedicated to political and
religious freedom. He sailed
from England in 1682 with 100
lrother Quakers, to found the
city of Philadelphia, or
Brotherly Love.(Pennsylvania
"Penn's Woods" — was

named for his father.)
Philadelphia grew rapidly, to
become by the beginning of the
Revolution the biggest and
most important city in the
American Colonies.
The Colony of Pennsylvania
spread as settlers poured in
from other parts of the old
world, welcomed by the
tolerant Quakers whatever
their origin or religious belief,
whether they came there for
God or for material gain.
Diverse communities sprang
up along the valleys, laying the
foundations for what were to
grow into great metropolitan
centers. Forests were thirried
for timber and mountainsides
became slashed with quarries
and mine shafts as the land's
vast resources were developed.
Much of the Pennsylvania
countryside remains, however,
as Penn must have beheld it.
Contrasting with the smoke and
noise of modern mill and
mining towns is the quietcharm of rural communities
set amid rolling green hills,
wild woodland and winding
rivers. Resorts dot the forested
slopes of the Appalachian
Mountains, which cut across
the state's midriff, providing
some of the most beautiful
scenery in the country.
To the southeast are the
fertile farmlands of the Pennsylvania Dutch country,
contributing to the state
economy with a wide range of
grain crops as well as tobacco,
potatoes and fruit, plus dairy
and poultry products.
Adding to the state's natural
wealth is a rich and varied
cultural heritage. Pennsylvania's prominent role in
the building of a nation is
recalled in its many historic
sites and parks, which include
Valley Forge and the Gettysburg Battlefield, both
national shrines.
Philadelphia itself is known
as the "Birthplace of the -1
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Come and hear the good old
fashion Gospel Preaching!

4.amvoit,a44
0

4,1 0

is unbelievable...
darling, you
can't help loving it.

Only $60
-ri-i.ecr

(

A Carat

Diamond lovers everywhere have fallen in
love again ... with Diamonair simulated
diamonds. Why? See for yourself! Every
Diamonair simulated diamond is cut and
polished as a diamond, with a full 58 facets
... capturing the fiery, blue-white
brilliance of the true gem. Hardness, too,
is near that of diamond. There is one big
difference ... Price! So go.ahead
become a Diamonair lover too!
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Round or pear shape, marquise or emerald
cut ... Diamonair Simulated Diamond
rings are a tremendous success. We have
them in sizes of 3 carats and larger
priced at just $60. a carat, including 14 kt
mounting. Smaller sizes available at slightly
higher prices.

it'

Lill Abner

COMICAL
STRIP-

Public Cordially Invited

Open Until 8:00 p.m. Every Friday

6000...

TRACK 0'
HER—IN1
.
YORE

Song Evangelist: "THE DUNMIRES"

Parts, Tennessee

The Colonials

WHILE DAIS`ii
MAE BIN
GONE--

Evangelist: Rev. Bob Hoots

Murray-McKenzie

Jusy-Z9

BIN
p1111111•11111W AH
KEEPIN'

Services 7:30 Each Evening

Abby's sew
eldek„ "What Teeo.kgera Want to
Lem" bend IN to Mat. lass OM., LOS Angst'. cal.

011

41/N

AUG. 3rd thru
AUG. 8th

Locust Grove Church
of the Nazarene

Fir

AL WAY
SMILE
THROUGH
YOUR
MISFORTUNES

WEIGHT
ANO
FORTUNE

REVIVAL

your chest. Write to ABBY, Box WM, Las Nooks, Cal.
issisotor a perilous' reply eselooe stamped. addressed
envelope.

Nancy
1

Festival guests
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Walter and Gracie Lantz,
creator and voice, respectively,
of Woody Woodpecker, will be
guests of honor at the First
International Animated Film
Festival in Zagreb, Yugoslavia,
in June, 1972.

Quality Jewelers

7-21

.1

Nation" because it was there
that the Union was cradled.
The first Continental Congress
met there in 1774. Independence was declared there
in 1776. The U. S. Constitution
was framed there in 1787.
Pennsylvania, keystone of the
rebellious 13 Colonies, was the
second state to ratify the
Constitution, on Dec. 12 of that
year.
Delaware, which not very
long before had been part of
Pennsylvania, had beaten it by
five days to become the first
state.
Philadelphia remained the
seat of government from 1790 to
1800, when the national
government was removed to
Washington, then "a backwoods settlement in the
wilderness."
The old Colonial capital
abounds in relics of those days.
Focal point is Independence
Hall where the Declaration of
Independence was signed and

STOP
CALLING
ME "SIR"' 1:

(I APPRECIATE
40uR TAKING
ME 141714 YOU,

cZ3

er

Editor's Nets: The is the
secoad of a middy series of
articles look* ahead to the
lathe's 2811ds birthday la 1971.
The chrossinglea] stories will
describe each state's admission Into the Union.

WHAMBAMS COULD CONCEtvA8LY
COUNTERACT YOUR NATURAL
CHOINCLI NATIONS!!
AH AXED VO'
A CIVIL
QUESTION!!
AH EXPECTED
A CIVIL
ANSWER!!

Reedetered Trademark of lotion Industries,
Diamonair is
Airtron Division, Morris Plains, N J
ift 11-70 Litton

SIMULATED DIAMOND JEWELRY
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BUY•SELL•RENT•HIRE.

Come In and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's

.411111111

Now, Easy Credit Terms!
FOR SALE
LEGAL NOTICE

C:I=D

WIDE ANGLE

MIRRORS

50/50
Polyester—Cotton

DENIM
$ 1 88 Yd.

NEW SHIPMENT
62"-64"

POLYESTER-WOOL

Reg.
13.95 Now

DOUBLE
KNIT
Machine Washable

58Syd.

$

$41)97

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement
of accounts was on July 26, 1971
filed by James M. Lassiter,
Administrator of the estate of
Herbert Harris Miller, Dec'd and
that the same has been approved
by the Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie over for
exceptions. Any person desiring
to file any exception thereto will
do so on or before August 23, 1971
or be forever barred. Witness my
hand this 26 day of July, 1971.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
By Judith Ainley
1TP

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement
of accounts was on July 26, 1971
filed by Alice Clark, Executrix of
the estate of Louisa Frances
Parker, Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court and ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before August 23, 1971 or
be forever barred. Witness my
hand this 26 day of July, 1971
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk
Calloway County, Ky.
By Judith Ainley
1TP

•

MECHANIC
CREEPERS

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of final settlement of
Reef-bunts was on July 26, 1971
filed by Myrtle L. Winchester,
Administratrix of the estate of L.
C. Winchester,Dec'd and that the
same has been approved by the
Calloway County Court and ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before August 23, 1971 or
be forever barred. Witness my
hand this 26 day of July, 1971.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk
Calloway Courity,Ky.
By Judith Ainley, D.C.
1TP

DOES YOUR figure need improving? Call Shapemakers of
Murray 753-2962. Weight loss
guaranteed.
A25C

‘
Ip
58"-60"
MACHINE WASHABLE

NOTICE
If you do not receive your
paper by six p.m. call 7539269 between 6:00 and 6:30
p.m.

Approximately 100 Gallons of
DISCONTINUED COLORS

PAINT
No Refund

No Exchange

ALGAE OFF BOAT CLEANER
Cleans bottom of boats like new! Spray on, wipe
off in 5 minutes. Takes off marine growth, will not
damage paint.
Our
95
Sells Elsewhere 5795 Price

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
purchase. fLonardo
Piano
Company, across from Post
office, Paris,Tenn.
J30C

54"-56"
MACHINE WASHABLE

BONDED
ACRYLIC

MEN'S &
WOMEN'S

SANDELS
Reg. '6.87
Sellout Price
$ 00

PRINTED
CORDUROY

IN% Cotton

JOHN WOLF

Drapery & Upholstery
Now
Reg. '1.69 to '1.88

Keeps Hair Looking Clean
And Natural

In accordance with Kentucky'
Statutes, Sections 25.195 an
25:200: Notice is hereby giverl
that a report of fianl settlement or
accounts was on July 26, 1971'
filed by Inez M. Scarborough,
Administrix of the estate of
Clayton Kennerly, Dec'd and that
the same has been approved by
the Calloway County Court and
ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to,
file any exception thereto will dE
so on or before August 23,1971 or
be forever barred. Witness my
hand this 26 day of July, 1971.
By Mery_11arris
County CAM Clerk
Calloway County, Ky.
By Judith Ainley

JANE'S CERAMIC Shop is
starting lessons August 3 from
6:30 to 9:30 each Tuesday and In accordance with Kentucky
Thursday night. Large variety of Statutes, Sections 25.195 and .
greenware. For more in- 25:200: Notice is hereby given!
formation phone 753-6533.
A3C that a report of final settlement o()
accounts was on July 26, 1971‘
HAVE TWO story block building, filed by J. A. Gregory, Jr., Ad.:
can have Free for removing from ministor of the estate oiri
property. Phone 753-4032, from Raymond Thomasson, Dec'd and
j30C that the same has been approved)
8:30 to 4:30p.m.
by the Calloway County Cour1(
CARWASH SATURDAY, July and ordered filed to lie over for
31st at 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. at exceptions. Any person desirin
Clifford's Gulf at Five Points. to file any
exception thereto wil
$1.50 per car.
J31C do so on or before August 23, 1971
or forever be barred. Witness my
H & R USED FURNITURE is hand this 26 day of July, 1971.
open five days a week 10:00 till
By Marvin Harris
6:00, on Hwy. 121, Concord Road.
County Court Clerk
Lots of nice used furniture and
Calloway County, Ky.
lots of antiques. Phone 753-6676,
By Judith Ainley
home phone 753-4716.
J31C

NEW SHIPMENT

LEATHER

In accordance with Kentucky.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and4
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of final settlement of'
accounts was on July 26, 197V
filed by Agnes McDaniel, Ad,:
ministrix of the estate of Lubie B.I
McDaniel, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved by the,
Calloway County Court and orq
dared filed to lie over for ex-.
ceptions. Any person desiring to file any exception thereto will do(
so on or before August 23, 1971 or,
be forever barred. Witness my I
hand this 26 day of July, 1971.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk
Calloway County,Ky.
By Judith Ainley
1TR
'
'

99c,d.

H & R USED FURNITURE is
open Thurs., Fri., and Sat, only,
from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on
Hwy. 121 Caocurd Road. Lots of
nice used furniture and lots of
antiques. Phone 753-6676, home
phone 7534716.
J31C

In accordance with Kentucky
Statues, Sections 25:195 and
25:200: Notice is hereby given
that a report offinal settlement of
accounts was on July 26, 1971
filed by Charles C. Canon,
Executor of the estate of Rudy
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- Smith, Dec'd and
that the same
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. has
been approved by the
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far-,
Calloway. County Court and ormington,Kentucky.
A6C dered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
AUTOS FOR SALE
file any exception thereto will do
1964 COMET good condition. so on or before August 23, 1971 or
Phone 753-6043.
J30C beforever barred. Witness my
hand this 26 day of July, 1971.
1963 FORD BUS, best bid over
By Marvin Harris
$250.00. See at Memorial Church
County Court Clerk
lot. Owned by Baptist Student
Calloway County, Ky.
Union.
By Judith Ainley
A2C
1986 V.W. SEDAN with sun roof.
Inquire at 732 Vine St. after 8:00
p.m.
A3P

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of final settlement
of accounts was on July 26, 1971
filed by James H. Blalock, Administrator of the estate of
James W. Walker, Dec'd and that
the same has been approved by
the Calloway County Court and
ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before August 23, 1971 or
forever barred. Witness my
and this 26 day of July, 1971.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk
Calloway County, Ky.
By Judith Ainley, D.C.
1TP
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Across from M

ADAMS 312 Road Grad(
condition.Phone 753-9807

1966 'HARLEY DAVIE
well dreamed. Phone 75
7534416.

AKC TOY Poodles az
Setter Puppies. Phone 75:
1882.

LARGEST VARIETY of
In Kentucky. No incr
prices. Country Boy Ste
Army Surplus Folks.
from Hopkins011le, Juno
117 & 164. Open Sundays u
p.m.

REMOVE CARPET pa
spots: fluff beaten down
Blue Lustre. Rent sill
$1.00 at Big K.

Shop a

Car Sten
Color TV!

HOME STEI
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1 GROUP SUITS
40% OFF
1 GROUP SUITS
Values from '65.00 to '95.00

REDUCED to '20"
1 GROUP SPORT COATS
30% OFF
1 GROUP SPORT COATS
Values from 10.00 to '65.00
REDUCED to '1000
ONE GROUP ...

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
25% OFF
ONE GROUP ...

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
NOW '2.00

Values to '9.50

ONE GROUP ...

LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS
• REDUCED 50%
ONE GROUP ...

LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS
Values to '9.50
NOW
1 GROUP STA-PRESS PANTS
REDUCED 50% .
1 GROUP DRESS PANTS
REDUCED 40%
SWIMWEAR REDUCED from 30% to 50%
1 GROUP TIES
REDUCED 50%
1 GROUP TIES
REDUCED 25%

FOR SALE
OFFICE TRAILER 8'x52' See
Allen O'Hara, Fine Arts Building
N. 15th St. Easy to convert to
house trailer. Must be sold within
two weeks.
J29P

FOR SALE
G.E. AUTOMATIC washer,
practically new, $100. Call 753J30C
5823.

AWAINTADS
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

REAL ESTATE' FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

UNWANTED HAIR
DESTROYED FOREVER!

GREEN BEANS for canning or
Why settle for temporary
freezing. $3.00 per bushel. Bring
14' Ft. Aluminum Boat & Trailer containers and pick your own.
relief? Permanent results are
with 5;,2 HP Johnson motor, very Phone 753-7739.
TFNC
guaranteed with the new
good shape,$295.00. Call 436Enjoy
INSTANTRON.
5548.
A2C 1962 10'x52' COLONIAL mobile
comfort.
"Feather-Touch"
range
and
home. Includes
Call for consultation without
UTILITY BED for pick-up truck. refrigerator. Reasonably priced.
obligation.
Short wheel base or will trade for Call 753-9912.
J31P
fleet side bed to fit Chevrolet
pick-up. Call 753-7785 after 4:00 USED FRIGIDAIRE
J29C refrigerator in excellent condition; set of encyclopedias- The
Phone 247-6698 606 Brook Haven Mayfield
BOY SCOUT uniforms, size 10-12, New Book of Knowledge, and
two summer and two winter portable typewriter in excellent
FURNITURE REFINISHING PROFESSIONAL, EXcomplete, also two twin bed condition-Call 753-7105 or 753All work guaranteed. Free pick. PERIENCED painter, will work
complete with headboard. Call 8787.
J31P up and
delivery. Free estimate contract jobs, on hourly basis,
129C
436-5507.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry has own equipment. Call 4891970 MODEL 8 H.P. Ariens riding McCoy,753-3045.
Aug.
/4C =87.
J30C
14 FOOT POLARERAFT Jon lawn mower, used only six times.
5
HP
Johnson
motor.
boat and
Billington-Forsee Tractor Co.
J29NC Phone 753-2532.
1150.00. Phone 753-2966.
J31C

11

Judy Powell

ARC REGISTERED Chihuahua FOUR PIECE set of cast iron
black, 3 months, housebroken, lawn furniture. Call 753-7292. J31C
has had shots, dewormeci. Phone
753-4913 before 5:00 p.m.
A2C WE HAVE several one and two
ton pull type and mounted
1970 DATSUN station wagon, air snappers. Both Ford and New
conditioned, with radio and rack. Idea. Billington-Forsee Tractor
Phone 753-7117.
A2C Co.Phone 753-2532.
J31C

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

UTILITY TRAILER, ball type 3000 FORD TRACTOR. Gas
hitch, 4,
4x6;,2 ft., brake lights. power steering, power wheels,
Call 753-8997.
J29C cliff, lock-double clutch 328 actual
hours. Billington-Forsee Tractor SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
FIVE GAITED prospect, ranking Co.Phone 753-2532.
J31C hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753horse, registered ASPHA mare,
5933.
J29C
half horse-half pony file, gentle
HELP WANTED
riding, pleasure horse. Phone 753WILL DO sewing In my home.
1348.
J29C WANTED-WAITRESS apply at Phone 436-5424.
TFC
Hazel Cafe. Phone 492-9785. J29C
HONDA SL90, excellent conWILL DO ironing, pick-up and
dition, 900 actual miles, $275. Call WANTED: WOMAN for salad
delivery. Phone 753-4618 after
dept.dept.
Must
be
neat,
efficient
and
753-7792.
J29P
J31C
5:00p.m.
able to furnish good references
1963 V.W. with sun-roof, excellent Experienced preferred but will
condition. Phone 753-5545 after train if willing to learn. Full time CUSTOM HAY BALING and put
A4C
5:30p.m.
J29C work. Afternoon shift, No phone in barn. Phone 753-8090.
calls. Apply Colonial House
A2C WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots
GIRLS WINTER and summer Smorgasbord.
inside city, limits. Reasonable
zlothes, size 7-9 junior. Coats,
AlOC
dresses, skirts, sweaters, find FOR ENGLISH tutor. Phone 753- rates Phone 7534798.
J29C
formals. Phone 753-2606.
J29C 7266.
AUCTION SALE
NATIONAL SAFETY Associate
UPRIGHT PIANO $35, also has immediate opening for three
studio couch $10, 402 N. 7th, by men in this area as
part-tinie
appointment only. Phone 753- safety consultant. We
train, no
=9.
J29C experience necessary, must have
car and phone. Call 753-1442. J31C
20,000 BTU AIR CONDITIONER,
3-stack 220 electric heater, one 4HOMEWORKERS
WANTED.
stack 220 electric heater, all good
part-time,full-time work at home
condition. Call 753-2827 after
mailing our circulars. For details
5:00.
J29C rush self-addressed,
stamped
tinvelope and 35c to US EnAVOCADO GII3SON refrigerator terprises, P.O.
Box 813-A7,
$40. Call 753-3795.
J29C Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC

FOR RENT
NICE LAKE front apartment for
rent for up to four persons.
Everything furnished including
row boat, linens, etc.-T.V. & air
conditioned. $60 per week. Phone
J31C
436-5320.

Above 3 Bedroom: Brick veneer, with large
kitchen, living room, carport On good lot
at 1657 Ryan.
4 Bedroom with seperate air conditioning
units for up and down stairs. Formal dining
room, den with fireplace. Has intercom and
two car garage. Near Coldwater.
Real Good Farm with income facilities near
New Concord.
40 Acres choice land with deep well and
water in out-buildings, near New Providence.

WILSON INSURANCE
and REAL ESTATE
- MULTIPLE LISTING

202 So. 4th St.
Phone 753-3263
Home Phone 753-5086

- We Need Listings -

PLENTY TRAILER space;
beautiful, quiet living. Highway
No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division OWNER SELLING custom-built BEAUTIFUL BRICK home, 2
brick home.Three bedrooms, two bedrooms, large living room,
No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
Murray,Kentucky.
August2C baths,large living room,den with Ben, kitchen, dining room;full
access to patio in fenced-in size basement, closed in back
LARGE ROOMS with recreation backyard with trees, convenient porch, on corner lot. 311 S. 11th.
area. Country Estate. Phone 436- kitchen, and utility room. Phone 753-4548 after 4:00 p.m.
2173.
Ju1y29C Abundant closet space, outside J29C
storage room for lawn equip10 WIDE TWO bedroom trailer, ment. Located near new high SMALL FARM; good location;
you
y July
OISALE
rs. I Sa
need
turda
iNtAlU
iCr
e_oIw
private with air-conditioner and school building. Phone 753-7105,if business or future investment.
1
2 miles automatic washer ;70.00 per no answer call 753-8787.
31, 10:00 a.m. on 641 4/
J31P One mile East Murray, aptbuth of Murray across Highway'ADM, also one 8' wide two
*proximately 10 acres pasture.
from Hubert's Antique Shop in bedroom, $50.00 per month. Call PARTIALLY WOODED lot, Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
nice shady woods. Eats, drinks, 489-2595.
J30C 105'x160' in Sherwood Forest. Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
and restrooms. This is a comPhone 753-7358, after 4:00
For appointment call 436bined family sale. Lynn and Jack
TFC 2173.
TFC
THREE ROOM house at Cold- p.m.
Parker, Bill Hurt and Roy
water. Phone 489-2267.
J31C

PIRATES COVE

Mr.Parker says,"It can't be sold
NICE APARTMENTS, one
in 1 day. Items: From 1 old home
bedroom furnished, two bedroom
includes: plantation desk, trunk
unfurnished. Call 753-5079. J31C
RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048
and contents, nice rockers
unusual pattern, child's rocker,
NICE TWO bedroom apartment,
high chair, all over 100 years old.
PHONE
NEW TAPPAN electric stove KITCHEN AND Dining room Four lanterns, flat and charcoal all carpeted, near University.
354_6559 5 MI. WEST KEN-LAKE STATE PARK
that was won at the fair If in- help wanted. Apply in person irons, iron stove, irons and Call 753-7550.
A4C
ON KENTUCKY 80
terested call 492,8212.
J30P before 1:00 p.m. or after 5:00 bucket, four oil lamps-one very
2
-BEDROOM
APARTMENT,
p.m. at the Grecian Steak House, unusual, dinner bell-needs parts,
Across from MSU Library Phone 753-3242
1970 HONDA 450 Scrambler, low Highway 641.
J30C bottles, cans, platters, tools, and with stove and refrigerator.
REASONABLY PRICED-BANK FINANCING
Phone 753-2721.
mileage, good condition. ComJ31C
antique refrigerator runs good,
plete with helmets and back rest. WHY PINCH PENNIES when an ox-farmer and dairyman will
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTION
ADAMS 312 Road Grader. Good SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M. Phone 753-4115 after 6:00 p.m., 'you can earn dollars selling offer 10 milk cans and stanchions, NICE FURNISHED two bedroom
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM-3000 FT. AIRPORT
condition. Phone 753-9807. J30C Avery Lumber Co., Puryear,. J31C,
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL
guaranteed Avon products? And horse-drawn tools, harness with apartment, carpeted and air Tenn.
it is easy to get started right in brass knobs, metal" dog house, toiationed. Available August 10.
TFC
1986 ALL-STATE cycle, 250 cc. your own community. Call collect hand saw, anvil and blower, drill Married couple only. May be seen
1966 HARLEY DAVIDSON 74,
Worth more than the $125.00 after 6 p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs and grinder, bush hog, and hole at Kelley's Pest Control, located
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI, 63801
well dressed. Phone 753-8043 or GREEN BEANS.Phone 436asking price. Phone 436-5570.J30C Janet Kunich, Manager, Route 2 digger, furniture, stoves, 100 S. 13th St
J31C
PHONE-AREA CODE (314) 471-1348 or 471-1716
753-8426.
J29C 2423.
J29C
Box 136A Princeton, Ky.
J31C refrigerators, washing
FREEZERS-NEW 23 cu. tt. NEW TRUCK Load; carpet sale;
machines,all sorts of ranges, two UNFURNISHED APARTMENT; LOVELY FIVE bedroom home, HOUSE AND furniture,see at 506
AKC TOY Poodles and irish
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 Cu. ft. Cash & Carry. Heavy shag, MANAGEMENT
POSITION bags of soy beans, dehorners, plenty of storage space; shady MI basement, large corn!! lot, N.7nd. Phone 753-1979.
J30C
Setter Puppies. Phone 753upright $244.66 delivered, commercial type, hi-density available in West Kentucky for a other two men will furnish a load back yard; two bedrooms; 75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
1882.
Al4C
Montgomery Ward,510 Main 753- back, plush, indoor-outdoor; man who is ambitious and self of unusual items: glassware, two paneled throughout; wall to wall Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone
DUPLEX-LARGE 3 bedroom
1966.
TFC prices start $2.50 square yard, up starter, and good starting salary. cut glass pitchers (added), carpeting. Call 753-8096 or 753- 753-4178.
TFC units, carpet, central heat and
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
J29C
air, monthly income $310.00.
in Kentucky. No increase in CAMPER TOP for 8 ft. truck bed, to $3.95 square yard, none higher. with insurance program, and a cooking utensils, tractor and 14 3312.
Phone 753-6202 or 753-3648. J31C
prices. Country Boy Stores, the camper top is even with truck cab Pick anything in house, while it bonus program. See Curt ft. grain bed wagon may be sold.
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles top,$150.00. Call 436-2113. .130C lasts. Also vinyl cushion floor at Ragland between 2 and 5 p.m. at Douglass Shoemaker, Associate TRAILER FOR rent. See
$1.99 per sq. yd. Low overhead; the Burger Chef, 1304 West Main, of Shoemaker Auction and Brandon Dill at Dill's TRAILER
from HopkinsAlle, Junction Ky.
PRICED TO MOVE by owner,
J31C Livestock Co., will be in charge. Court after 4:00 p.m. Located at
Volume
buying. Paschall Murray,Ky.
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 14 CU.FT.freezer. Call 753brick home durably built for
Phone
=86.
En753-3375,
Theatre
Murray,
Drive-In
J30C
Discount
House,
Ky.
J29C
Hazel,
KenMurray
p.m.
Aug30C
future
retirement, leaving town
EXPERIENCED
tucky,492-9733.
trance. No phone calls
J3ONC WANTED
because of business. Desirable,
J29C
reliable driver to drive family AUCTION SALE-Saturday, please.
REMOVE CARPET paths and TRAVEL TRAILER fifteen foot,
quiet location, near university,
Living Room
spots: fluff beaten down nap with self-contained. Priced to sell. Can PENTA TREATED lumber. car to Charleston, S.C. all ex- My 31st 10:00 a.m. at the late
new high school and elementary.
J30C
753-3943.
Phone
shampooer
APARTMENTS
Clarence "Tom" Morgan home, FURNISHED
Blue Lustre. Rent
be seen at 901 Fairlane Drive, Resistant to rot and termites penses paid.
Kitchen
3large bedrooms and 2 full baths.
J31C 753-6825.
two miles west of Stella Ky., on one and two bedrooms. Washers
81.00 at Big K.
J29C Ideal for boat docks and any
WANT TO BUY
Convenient kitchen with eating
Hwy. 121. Will sell complete and dryers available. ZimDen
weather exoised uses. Murray
and desired counters and
space,
house
Apartments,
South
16th
of
merman
furniture, appliances,
Lumber Co., Maple Street, MCC FEMALE Chihuahua, year
Large living room and
shelves.
Bath
J30C
Murray,Kentucky,
ITC old or older. Phone 753-5807. J29C dishes, glass, china, and an- Street. Phone 753-6609.
patio opening onto attractive
tiques. Some items
are
2 Bedrooms
private lawn. Abundant warTHAILAND BRONZE ware, 144 OLD USED pie safe. Phone 753- refrigerator, up right freezer, MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
and storage space
drobe
Outside
Storage
washer,
air- Lake, 10 miles from Murray in
pc., service for 12, teak wood 4415from 8:00 to 5:00p.m. J29C automatic
throughout house. Extra large
Two
Shores.
conditioner.
Panorama
dinet
set,
Crome
handles, teak wood case, purLarge Lot
garage-possible income
China cabinet, couch, chairs. bedrooms, 16xla ft. living room,
chased in Thailand, $300.00. Call
apartment. Located 104 N. lath.
WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970 Rockers, 10411 bed, unusual iron seperate dining room, central
All
Carpet
753-8512 after 8 p.m.
J31P pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In
J31C
Call 7534527.
airheat
and
bed, hundreds of books dating electric
DOES NOT HAVE...
good condition. Phone 753.4030 back to turn of the century. conditioning, all new appliances,
IT's inexpensive to clean rugs
LOST & FOUND
TFNC Wicker furniture.
after 5:00 p.m.
Swimming Pool
Including washer. On private lot.
and upholstery with Blue Lustre.
Phone 436-5571.
A3NC
Rent new electric shampooer
Marble Steps
WANTED: REAR end for a one It would be impossible to list all
LOST:BLONDE, female terrier.
$1.00 Western Auto, Home of ton truck. Phone 753-6311. J30C
the good items. For information UNFURNISHED APARTMENT
A Car Port
She answers to the name of
"The Wishing Well".
J31C
call Otto Cheaters Auction Ser- at 246 South 9th Street. Phone 492.Princess. Last seen in the Harris
Or An Inflated Price
ANT TO BUY; logs and vice 435-4042 or Ralph Morgan
J34)C
Grove Community. If any in8727.
NORGE GAS dryer, very good standing timber. Also have for
489-2352.
formation call 435-5470.
J30C
condition. Phone 436-5400. J31P sale lumber and sawdust
Landon
Gene
Call
on Kencabin
FRONT
LAKE
big
paper
for
Lumber
weeks
'Murray Saw Mill and
Witch next
753-8175 or after
AN IQU
CHOOL benches, Co.Phone 753-4147.
J29P tucky lake. Rent by day,
TFC
LOST: WHITE cat with black
nAbuo,Ky.
everything
weekend,
or
week,
Only
from
y High School study
5:00
call
753-4707
spots, lost in vicinity of N. 7th.
753-2250.
A3C
furnished. Call
FOR RENT OR LEASE
hall, $2. each. Thursday and
Reward offered. Call 753•
Offers 8-year Pro-Rate Picture Tube Warranty. Friday (July 29 and 301 from
J30C
7640.
RENT.OR LEASE, 1200 sq. ft.
RENT
OR
KENIAN
A
SHORES-Beautiful'
FOR
SALE
4
-ROOM
FURNISHED
apart10:00 a.m. to 3:45 p.m., high
office or business space, will
lot
facing
Kentucky
Lake
ment,
T.V.A.
private
entrance,
bath,
J30C
school campus.
divide and decorate to suit SEVEN ROOM house, air- water and heat furnished, car- 375' contour - 115.x209'x96'x117'. LOST: WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold
tenant, ample parking,located in conditioned,electric heat, storm peted, kitchen, two air con- Full price $3995 including water near West Main Street. ImCentral Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865 GOOD DRESSES, sizes 16-18, Marshall County Branch Bank windows. 1st floor carpeted. ditioners,
couple preferred, "tap in". Low 8g easy molthly portant papers inside. If found
priced $143,also junior dresses OBuilding at Ken-Bar Resort, Available now. Call 753-3202 available August 1st. See at 709 payments Phone 436-5320 for please call Pat at 753-9427.
lt,cheap. Phone 753-2478.
ITC
TFNC
J31C Poplar or call 753-3948.
Ate evenings.
Gilbertsville. 3624321
J311 Reward offered
J29C Inspection.

The College Shop

SUBDIVISION

(5(12,

KENTUCKY LAKE

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE

CLYDE WILSON

317
lrvan

Shop and Compare

Car Stereos
-$29" up
Color TVs
269" up
HOME STEREOS COMPONENT STEREOS
All at Greatly Reduced
Prices
Curtis-Mathes

TV Service Center

KKAY, KENTUCKY
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STAR TALK

The Pri]

Source of
In Murra

Scott's
glory
explained

Calloway

United Press

By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service
Q. "Will you please explain
why actor George Scott, who
las been around for years, is
suddenly a big star?"
A. The answer is in his horoscope, which has literally exploded into activity, in the last
two years.
As Scott's Sun made its way
to the birthchart place of planet
Saturn, it triggered what astrologers call a Grand Trine aspect, involving Moon (the public), Saturn (Fate) and Uranus
(the unexpected). The result is
film history. Scott's performance in "Patton" has covered
him — and the film — with
glory.
Yet none of this happened
overnight. Scott's star potential
was always there, needing only
the right combination of aspects to bring it forth.
In a birthchart for Oct. lb,
1927, we find Sun in Libra, with
the dazzling fixed star, Arcturus. This gave our hero a fine
running start toward success.
Mars (energy) is with Sun,
affording ambition and drive to
spare, for any project. Watch
this man on the screen. He
moves with cat-like grace, the
mark of Libra. And that sense
of barely controlled violence is
his legacy from Mars, which
makes the air around him fairly crackle.
Mercury is found in Scorpio,
denoting a man who may
achieve a profound grasp of
life's deeper meanings, yet who
may feel blocked, when he attempts to share this insight.
Perhaps his acting career was
an unconscious response to this
tremendous need to share.
Wise old Saturn is in Sagittarius, signaling a true leader.
As mentioned above, its
Grand Trine aspect is the signature of Scott's entire chart,
making Saturn one of his
strongest planets.
Over in the solar house of
work, we discover Jupiter
) good luck) in the sign of
Pisces. Jupiter here tells us
that Scott could reach a high
degree of spiritual growth in
this lifetime.
Uranus is the Awakener; it
governs the occult, in a birthchart. Scott's Uranus is on fire
in Aries,making him impulsive
and daring. Anyone who
watched his portrayal of Patton
was struck by Scott's instinctive grasp of the mystic elements in Patton's character.
Pluto rules the masses; in
this chart, it tells an astrologer
that Scott's makeup includes a
Arm% streak of shyness. Despite all his surface toughness,
this man has moments of withdrawal when he wants to flee
the combat.
Moon is the public — and the
woman — in a man's horoscope. Moon here is in Leo, sign
of kings and actors. Neptune,
which colors his imagination, is
also in Leo. Here you have an
actor to his fingertips. Consciously or not, he is always
on stage."
Venus rules Libra, and our
man's affections. On the day
Scott was born, Venus was in
Virgo. This explains his sense
of humility, which is always
startling in an actor. Scott is
not faking it, when he seems
humble about accepting honors. He is entirely devoted in
his heart interests, despite
libra's legendary fondness for
flirtation.
Looking ahead, in the next
two years Mercury will mark a
milestone in Scott's growth and
perception. At the same time,
we note that Venus will be moving to his natal Sun. This usually forecasts the most tender,
beautiful love experience in a
man's life.
Therefore, we can say for
George C. Scott that truly,
"The best is yet to come."
NO DOPE
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (
Paul Ramos, 20, was arrested
July 16 in a police sweep of
Harvard Square and charged
with illegal possession and sale
of dangerous drugs. Police
confiscated a shopping bag they
suspected contained LSD,
and
opium
methadone,
marijuana.
presented Wednesday in East
Cambridge district court, Sgt.
Duncan McNeill of the police
drug squad lipid the bag
contained horse manure, alfalfa, oregano, ground lettufe and
vitamin pills

Seen&4Arour
Murre

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. MON.-SAT.
1-6 P.M. SUNDAY
LADIES

PATCHWORK HANDBAG
Attractive striped denim in 50°.,
cotton, 50% polyester. Vest has
string tie. Shorts have wide belt
loops, cuffed legs. Several colors.

• Beige & Brown Combination
• Zipper Closing
'n
• Vinyl

Prints - Stripes Solids
Buy several pair at this
low price!

Reg. 53.99

Reg. '1.97

10 ONLY

Wear now and all through
Fall. Flare leg.

SPECIAL GROUP

SCOOTER SETS SCOOTER SKIRTS
'Lovely pastel floral print
skirt & top.
REG. '3.96

GIRL'S SUMMER

PRINT JEANS
& SLACKS
Reg. '2.99

Rog. '5.99

ALL $3.83

LADIES

HOT PANTS

Florals, prints and solids.

DRESSES

Just in time for back to school.
Includes styles for all occasions.
Sizes 1 to 14

Hot Summer days call for more play
clothes and these are-ideal.

ai
GIRL'S CROP TOP
SHORT SETS.
Permanent press.
Solids, prints and stripes.

MAVERICK
1
/
SLEEVL
SHORT
LADIES

BLOUSES
Several colors
Self Covered Buttons

LADIES JAMAICAS

7 H.P. * 2-SPEED

LADIES ROLL SLEEVE

RIDING MOWER
Briggs & Stratton engine,
4-cycle, starter, 3 speed forward,
1 reverse, heavy duty gears, foot
pedal clutch and brake, parking
brake, cutting heights.

Dan River permanent press plaids. ,
Colors to go with everything. (

BLOUSES
Permanent press.
Assorted colors.

eg. p1.99

LADIES BERMUDAS
Assorted colors and fabrics.
Solids and prints.
Reg..

Reg.
2 pr.

2.33 to
$2.64

MEN'S CUTOFFS

GIRL'S SHORTS

In- bold prints'or stylish
Denim. Sizes 29-34.

Bright solid colors, easy care fabric,
pretty, yet long wearing.

\

Reg
99(

MOWER
22" POWER
Briggs & Stratton Engine
1
2 h.p.
• 3/
• Easy Spin Start
• Aero Dynamic Design

TODDLER BOY'S

DRESS SUITS

Met a lot of nice folk
new 'members o
Calloway Club v
Steaks,
baked
tomatoes, etc.

We were impress(
young folks who ar
bers. They have
working toward thi
reached them.

Unfortuantely
t
screwballs always
publicity which col(
people. Abbie Hoff'
more television co'
week than most you
in a life time.

We are perfectly s
the young people of

lateresting cor
yesterday with Frai
producer of Rai
Kenlake Amp
production. He was b
for thirty years who
produce this fine B
"Biblically
cor
historically sound")
need more local f
audience, he says.
We thought that all
the sky had been at
out, but apparently

We have met man
folks and am impres
and Jackie Ransom

We know where a '
Woodpecker lives,
many of them tods
mason.

We also know wher
old fashioned Che
missed by the blighl

Three men were z
whose profession
established on earth
"Mine was," said t
"The Bible says th
made by carving a
Adam."
"Not at all," said t
"An engineering job
that. In six days Qv
created out of chao
was an engineer's y
"Yes," said the pol
who created the chs

Rush Week A
Starts Augus

Ri

Assorted styles, including Eton style.

Reg.
2.96

Reg. 13.94

Mr. Claude Rowlanc
Musk Melon as big
Says he grew them 1
his yard along
watermelons. We fig
have grown them in
field, but they did no
his yard. It's a z
literally is as large
head.

BOY'S CUTOFFS

8

Whites, bold prints and ever
popular Denim. Sizes 8-18.

STYRO ICE CHEST
Large capacity.
Keeps food and drinks hot
or cold for hours.

Girls who are in
participating in pre
at Murray State Un
fall and who have r
rush registration IT
mall may register in
the Dean of Women k
third floor of the Ad
Building.
Rush week will st
day, August 22, witt
and will end on Au
cording to a spokeszr
Week activities.

The Wee
• 3-SPEED MOTOR
• SEALED BALL BEARINGS

3-PC. ALUMINUM LAWN SET
Strong tubular aluminum frame. Woven
with sturdy green and white plastic
webbmg. Folds flat for
easy storage

Reg. '12.88

Motor operates on either
- 6 or 12 volts. Bracket
adjusts for depth and tilt

Considerably cic
through Saturday wi
showers and thun,
most numerous ea
diminishing Satur(
through Saturday. I
and Saturday mainl
LOW tonight upper
60s. Chance of hi(
rainfall mainly east
and tonight.

EXTENDED FO
Kentucky: The
outlook, Sunday
Tuesday, shows a
showers in the west
and over the state /
Tuesday with little
temperatures Highs
Lows in upper 50s t

